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M. F. Ryan, international president turning in for much
needed
sleep,
Peself-de- on one occasion and the members were are acting as military police in
change in location of a ditch heading, X killed the offender. A coroner's X shot; Mrs. Salcido Trujillo,
of the Carmens' Union, corroborated
X jury exonerated Bibo.
X
Continued tra Page Four.
Mr. B'ranklins' statement.
(Continued on Page Four.)
( Continued on page four).
(Continued on Page 4.)
(Continued on Page Five.)

Governor W. C. McDonald accompanied by Adjutant General A. S
Brookes and A. H. Hudspeth, left the
city last evening for Las Cruces where
the board of regents of the New Mex
ico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts will convene
today. A. A.
Jones, national Democratic committee
man, went with the party as far as Al
buquerque, thence on to El Paso where
he will attend the cattlemen's conven
tion which meets today, tomorrow and
the next day. O. N. Marron, state
now in Albuquerque, will
join the'governor's party tonight when
the citizens of Las Cruces will tender
Tothe chief executive a reception.
morrow, the governor will go to El
Paso to attend the cattlemen's convention. General Brookes will investigate
the reported violation of the neutrality
laws along the Mexican border in this
state before returning to the capital
and will consult with Colonel Stever
and also the adjutant general of Texas.
Democratic Leaders Consult.
Following a conference of A. H.
Hudspeth, the new Democratic state
committeeman, with Governor W. C.
McDonald and A. A. Jones, national
committeeman, a meeting of the executive committee of the state Democratic central committee is announced
for next Monday when the leaders
will discuss party welfare and proposed legislation with the Democratic
members of the legislature. Chairman
s
Uudspeth declined to accept the
ignution of the executive committee
formally tendered him.
Appointed Customs Inspector.
Ashley T. Reed, for several years a
letter carrier at Santa Fe, has been
appointed customs inspector at El
Faso.
Grand Jury in Session.
The grand jury was impaneled this
morning at the county court house
and will be in session two weeks. Indictments are not expected today. The
petit juries will convene March 18.
Regular Term of Federal Court.
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The Little Store

CASCARETS CUBE

HEADACHE

Cleaned Up Belen.
John W. Collier, a most efficient
Gently but thoroughly cleanse your member of the mounted police force
gave Belen, Valencia county, a much
Liver, Stomach and Bowels
needed clem-up- ,
and as a result a
You feel great by Morning.
You're billious, you lave a throb- hundred men and women of more or
bing sensation in your head, a bad less shady reputation and shadier do
taste in your mouth, your eyes burn. ings hiked to more congenial places.
your skin is yellow, 'with dark rings
under your eyes; your lips are parchSuit Against Chief of Police.
and
W. T. Wolverton,
ed. Xo wonder you feel ugly, mean
president
and ill tempered. Your system is full manager of a business college at
has sued Chief of Police W. D.
of bile not properly passed off, and
what you need is a cleaning up inside. Allison at Roswell, and his two bondsDon't continue being a bilious nuis- men A. D. Garrett and J. A. Browning
ance to yourself and those who love lor $2,500. WoWlverton had been aryou, and don't resort to harsh physics rested for alleged drunkenness.
that irritate and injure. Remember
Death of Two Old Timers.
that every disorder of the stomach,
Abel V. Chavez of Hillsboro, and
liver and intestines can be quickly
cured by morning with gentle, thor- Major M. H. Day of Fairview, old timough Cascarets thy work while you ers in Sierra county, died recently.
He was
box from your drug- Chaves died of tuberculosis.
sleep. A
will
and the entire fam- an ardent Methodist, was born in So
you
keep
gist
Chil- corro 51 years ago, and leaves a wife
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
ily feeling good for months.
and two daughters and one son. Major
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS dren love to take Cascarets, because
they taste good and never gripe or Day was found unconscious on the
floor at his house and died soon after.
sicken.
He was a major in a cavalry regiment
of the Union army in the Civil War
THE SURGEON.
and had been prospecting and mining
As high priest, teaching an acolyte,
m the Black Range the past 25 years.
He watches over each holy rite,
The flame and water to make them
More Trouble for Canavan.
clean
keen
and
Canavan, the wealthy
Stephen
and
weapons
Body,
garment,
county coal operator, who alWith sacred care for a sacred strife;
To route a foe in the House of Life!
ready is up for contempt for failing
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
For blade and body must both be to pay alimony, has been served with
another , warrant
at Albuquerque
pure,
UFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
he disAnd hand be steady and eye be sure, charging contempt because
And weapons purged in the fiery glow, posed of personal property in violaThe only exclusive
Fe
house in
tion of the court order forbidding him
Whenever he wars against a foe.
to do so while the divorce suit of his
wife was pending. Canavan was arWith joy of battle his soul is rife.
New
Behold! He enters the House of Life! rested while passing through
Mexico on a train.
red
is
His
it
blade,
Basiling
dripping
Phone Black
Phone Black
He follows fast where the trail has led
An Archaeological Problem.
To the sacred shrine with ruby throne
T. J. Thompson, in clearing off a
Where life has fought with the foe
piece of sage brush land on his ranch,
alone,
As the high priest's hand may lift the formerly the Keno place, San Juan
county, found some ancient skeletons,
Veil.
pottery and what looks like an atHe boldly enters the holy pale;
His hand is steady, his weapon bright tempt to carve a horse's head out of
The foe is vanquished
and put to a piece at rock. It is said that horses
were first brought to America by the
flight!
And life awakens,
with anguished Spanish explorers and that the ancient races that once filled these valbreath;
leys had no beasts of burden. Then
For Man has grappled and beaten
how did this carved head get in an
Death!
old Aztec grav.?
(Anne McQueen, in Lippincott's.)
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Again Reminds You of the Superior

the

Quality and Large Variety of

Ros-wel- l,

" Soltaire " Goods. Always the Leader

EH

RETAIL

AND

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Santa

pin

LEO HERSCH

45

45

R. J. CRICHTON

COAL

Dawson,
Yankee,

Oakdale.

SAWED WOOD
333 HICKOX STREET,

Fir.e Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single

Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RIGHT.

RATES
Ben Caspar

CHAS. CLOSSON

Ivenne

1

J

Smallpox Epidemic in Arizona.
Eleven cases of smallpox and two
deaths are reported from Douglas, Arizona.

LIVERY STABLE
Call up

THE STATE

Near Union Depot.

PHONE, RED 100.

'

AROUND

Gun Toter Hauled Up.
Frank Lees was fined $50 and costs
at Old Albuquerque by Justice of the
Peace Jose Romero, for carrying a revolver.
Snowstorm Tied Up Trains.
Santa Fe trains from the East were
again tied up in Kansas and Colorado
on Saturday and Sunday on account
of a snowstorm.

Arrested for Carrying Six Shooter.
Robert Latham and Albert Mayes
were arrested at Nogal, Lincoln counMayes
ty, for carrying six shooters.
was fined $50 and costs.
Detective Had to Shoot.
shot down Jose Gonzales because Gonzales drew a butcher knife when the
detective tried to arrest him.
Hearing for Deserter.

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

a

TO

Parts

All

of The World

VP MflflPV an ,nconvenience by Purchasing Weils
JUTV lUUllWj Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
1

U.

Throughout

S., Canada, Mexico

Countries

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

j

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN
first-clas-

Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

LIVERY CO.,

livery rigs.

s

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

s

J.

139

R. CREATH,

--

AND-

SIGN
PAINTING

iWitir Silver ing,
Pt.Mnor nn (If ace
(
and Brass

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

AUTOMOBILE,

CARRIAGE,

310

SATISFACTION
GUAR ANTEED

PAUL P. LACASSACiNE,
305 Sao Francisco Street.

Imperial Laundry

Pablo Zamora will ue given a hear
ing on Wednesday at Albuquerque before U. S. Commissioner H. R. Whiting for deserting the U. S. army.

Toter Fined.
Ignacio Gutierrez was arrested at
Fort Sumner for toting a gun and in
default of $50 fine and costs, was tak
en to jail at Santa Rosa.
Gun

Bank for Columbus.
Columbus, Luna county, is to have
a $15,000 bank, organized by W. C.
Hoover, A.
Boyd, S. S. Waterbury,
P. C. Hoover and 1. M. Hoover.
New Mexico Man Heads Bank.
Frank P. Jones of Silver City, a former member of the the board of equalization, has been elected president of
the El Paso Bank & Trust Company.
Death of WHI Porterfield.
I. Porterfield, son of Mr. and
Mrs. D. A. Porterfield, died at AlbuHe was 29
querque on Saturday.
years old, and a devout church worker. He was in the real estate busi

Will

ness.
Drank Poison In the Dark.
George Pearson, formerly of Santa
Fe, while at Taos last week, took a
tablespoonful of carbolic acid in the
dark, thinking it was
paregoric.
Heroic efforts of the attending physician, saved his life.
Caught With the Goods.
Francisco Torres, Clemento Torres
and Marino Torres were arrested at
White Oaks, Lincoln county in the
act of killing beef of the Bar W Cattle
Company.
They admitted their guilt
and were held in $2,000 bail for the
grend jury.

is the

-

CHICHESTER S PILLS

n

near-natu-

:
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treatment
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for Consumption.

The power it creates,
its purity and
are Nature's
greatest aid in overcoming disease.

whole-somene- ss
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DRUGGISTS
11-- 52

ALVAN

,

N. WHITE WOULD EN-

FORCE SCHOOL ATTENDANCE.
Says Pupils Should Complete
Grade Would Raise

Eighth

Standard.
In a letter to the county school superintendents of the state Alvan N.
White, state superintendent of public
instruction calls attention to the need
of a more rigid enforcement of the
compulsory school law. The weakness
of the present law compelling the attendance of the children of the state
during the school year and the need
of an amendment or additional legislation by the coming legislature are
also pointed out In part the letter

Hfjjg

1YOU GET "DOWN WEIGHT,-- '
UP QUALITY AND A FAIR PRICE
WHEN YOU BUY HARDWAR E FROM US.
WE HAVE EVERYTHING YOU WANT IN HARDWARE FROM
A CARPET TACK UP.
MICE AND RATS DON'T LI KE OUR TRAPS, BUT YOU WILL
LIKE OUR BUSINESS METHODS. OUR TRAPS HOLD MICE AND
RATS AND OUR SQUARE DEAL METHODS WILL HOLD YOUR
BUSINESS.

Phone

and

$!6J0

Trip Rate from
SANTA FE.NEW MEXICO
Round

Dates of Sale, Mar. J, 4, 5, 1912.
Return Limit, Mar. II, 1912.

fare from
all Stations in New Mexico.

One and

one-fif- th

H.S.LUTZ, Agent,

SANTA FE, N. M.

Hardware We Have

If Its

14.

It

Pnone

Better Farming in New Mexico
This Littte Gasoline Engine Will Pump 1000 Gallons
ot Water Against 100 ft. Head-

I

Don't consider the cost.
If you
have work for a Gasoline Engine
see us about it.
The price will
be surprisingly low. If you have
a secondhand gasoline engine you
don't need, let us know.

GORMLEY'S

GENERAL

MERCHANDISE

SANTA FE.

STORE,

Why Import Mineral Water ?
f

WHEN

YOU CAN GET THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry.

.

Leave orders

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER CO.

nlf'

FRANK M.JONES,

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.
"

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
For Full Information Call,

3oal

RATON
YANKEE
CERRIJLLOS

Screened

Wood

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Lump

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

ffSlSi75So?.
Telephone

Or-

Or, Phone No. Red 76

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85
.

r ARE

AGENTS

rOft

&. Co.
. Harcoukt
INCUKP RATED
O

LOUISVILLE. KY.
.THE LEADING STATIONERS 4ND.
MANUFACTURING ENGRAVERS

ORDERS FOR
ENGRAVED CARDS, INVITATIONS, PERSONAL AND" BUSINESS,
STATIONERY , Etc. May be left with us with, the assurance that the
work when completed will mark the useras'CVvrar'artd meet every reguir
ment of the most discriminating taste.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY
"THE QUALITY SHOP,"
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,

!
i
I

HACK SERVICE.

FIRST-CLAS- S

For Hire at Popular Prices
CORRICK'S HACK LINE.

1

March

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

reads:

'! hope that you are making special
efforts to enforce the compulsory
school attendance law. On this subject allow me to refer you to the abstract of provisions touching compulsory school attendance found on pages
11 and 12 of
the School Directors
Guide. See also, pages 30 and 31 of
the School Directors Guide. On paga
53 of the same publication,
will be
found form of notice both English
and Spanish which should be posted
in all school districts so as to secure
the fullest compliance with the compulsory school law. In this connection it might be well for us to amend
our law so as to provide for the comH. O. Bursum Elected President.
of all children beA commercial club has been organ- pulsory attendance
tween the ages of seven and fourteen,
ized at Socorro. Mayor H. O. Bursum
was elected president; A. B. Baca, and provide further, that unless a
child has finished the eighth grammar
J. A. Lowe, secretary;
grade or reached some other standard
and J. A. Torres, treasurer.
he should attend until he has reached
the age of sixteen. Undoubtedly also,
Newspaper Changes.
ar
E. D. McAdam has taken charere of there should be some different
the Magdalena News in Socorro coun- rangement made for the enforcement
ty, and J. V. Stearns has become man- of the law. I shall greatly appreager and editor of the Fort Snmnpr ciate suggestions with reference to
needed changes in the law so as to
Review.
reach the desired end of having all
the children of the state in school."
J. B. UNDERWOOD PRESIDED
OVER WILLARD CONVENTION.
WALL STREET HAS
Makes Eloquent
Address
MORE OPTIMISTIC TONE.
Advising
Harmony Among Republicans
C. L. Burt
Rumors of Early Settlement of Eng.
Secretary.
lish Strike Helps Outlook
Wiliard, N. M., March 2. 1912.
Somewhat.
Editor New Mexican, Santa Fe, New
Mexico;
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
The Republicans of Torrance coun- - (By
New York, N. Y., March 4. For no
tv in delegate convention in Wiliard
other reason perhaps, than the circu
today named ten delegates
to the lation of rumors
an early
State Republican Convention in San settlement of the suggesting
the
English
strike,
ta te, March 8, 1912. The convention
slock market became active and
was called to order by County Chairbefore noon under the lead of
man Fred Chavez, and after tempor strong
Reading. United States Steel and St.
ary organization and appointment of Paul sold above last week's best
committees on credentials and perma
and other active stocks greatly
nent organization and order of busi prices
ness took a recess for thirty minutes. improved their early position.
The market closed strong. Copper
On reassembling the committee
on
credentials reported the names of the stocks were bought more freely on reof another advance in the metal.
delegates present and entitled to ports
seats from the various precincts and
that there were no contests. On rec- DEATH OF TWO
YEAR OLD CHILD.
ommendation of the committee
on
permanent organization, T B. Under- Tonita, the
daughter of
wood was elected permanent chair- Mr. and Mrs. T. Vallejos, died et Las
man, and C. L. Burt, secretary. The Vegas.
vote in both cases being unanimous.
The speech of Mr. Underwood upon
$100 Reward, $100.
accepting the chairmanship of the
The readers of this paper will be
convention was a masterpiece of ora pleased to learn that there is at least
tory and one which every delegate one dreaded disease that science has
present pronounced as the keynote of been able to cure in all its stages, and
our Presidenital campaign and ought that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
to be given nots in our state papers. is the
only positive cure now known
Mr. Underwood spoke of what the to the medical
Catarrh
fraternity.
party has accomplished, praised the being a constitutional disease, rework
of
good
Roosevelt, and the ne- quires a constitutional treatment.
cessity of the conservative policies of Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internalPresident Taft prevailing in order to ly, acting directly upon the blood and
prevent the radical tendencies of the mucous surfaces of the system, theremoment, carrying the party into a by destroying the foundation of the
storm of disruption and defeat.
It disease, and giving
the patient
was a talk for harmony without sac
strength by building up the constitunfice of principle. Mr. Underwood tion and assisting nature, in doing its
was declared the best parliamentarian work. The
proprietors have so much
we have had to preside over our con- faith in its curative
powers tffat they
vention for many years, he having at offer One Hundred Dollars for
any
one time been a member of the Mis case that it fails to cure. Send
for
souri legislature and has always been list of testimonials.
ready to help in any matter that Address:
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
might come before the Republicans
Toledo, Ohio.
in our state. It would be a good Idea
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
for the Central Committee of New
Taks Kail's Family Pills for constiMexico to call on Mr. Underwood for pation.
his aid. The names of the delegates
chosen appear in another column.
Representative James W. Chaves took
a leading part In the convention.
PANHANDLE
B. S, Jackson has sold his rest
dence property and furniture to Mr. J.
STOCKMAN'S
n. Perrin. Mr. Perrm will open a ho
tel soon, and thus supply one of the
CONVENTION
needs of Wiliard.
M. L. Moore, formerly of Dawson
EL PASO, TEXAS,
is now installed in his new position
in the mercantile store.
7, 1912,
5, 6
Frank K. Sandusky left this evening
for a visit in Missouri.

Two Deaths.
Mrs. P. B. Deatmore, formerly of
Clayton, Union county, mother of
George Deatmore, the Rough Rider,
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY died at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. E. L. Calloway at Boulder, Colo- LAS VEGAS JAIL RECORD
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
FOR FEBRUARY.
Of twenty arrests made in Las VeAgency at O. K. Barber Shop
gas, during February, fourteen were
Mrs. F. O Brown, Agent.
for drunkenness, two for fighting, one
for vagrancy, one for not tying a
Phone Red No. 23.
Phone, Red No. 2
horse, and two for hauling without an
license. Frank Day was
rmmmim
expressmen's
III
NAUD. vn
to KLl ? the first man arrested in March lor
Try a New Mexican want ad. Vt
kovwh
DCSI, MIM, Always Reliabi
IT
ys
drunkenness.
brings results.
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

For Best Laundry Work

lM
)

C

WHOLESALE

4, 1912.

rado. Charles Howard, a businessman at Clayton, died suddenly.

A

BUS

MARCH

MONDAY,

Buggies and Saddle Horses.
:::

THEODORE CORRICK,

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN,

PropJ

Telephone II.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 60c
Short Orders at All Hours.

Prop'r.

J

Phone Black 132.

J

WOODY'S HACK LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bouno train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p.m.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered Hacks and food
Preach Noodle Order 10c, a 41m.
Kanr Terk Ckep Susy Me. teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
Try ajNw Mexican "Want Ad. It the surrounding towns, wire ftnbvde
station.
rings ntta&L

MONDAY,

No

MARCH

4, 1?12.

Profit!

THE SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SAXTA FE, X.
GOOD

BOARD OF TRADE

Many Santa Fe Readers Have Heard
It and Profited Thereby.

Capital Tailors

to $15.00

willingly confirmed the public statement I gave in January, 1907, telling of my experience with Doan's
Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
Fosten-Milbur-

States.

Remember the name
take no other.

Doan's

and

BANQUET TENDERED EDDY
COUNTY DELEGATION.

mm

fill
Iff

The nobbiest patterns and
the nicest materials we
have yet been able to put

into a suit at these prices.
Classy new browns that
seem to be so popular just
now, in stripes, 'mixed
and combination effects.
Pretty grays and popular
tans in various shades.
Also blue serges, always
good.

Memorable
Gathering
Real Estate Men of Carlsbad
Formed Organization.
A banquet was tendered the Eddy
county delegation to the legislature at
the Schlitz hotel last night, covers being laid for 125. Thomas J. Sanford
was toastmaster. Senator F. F. Doepp,
Representatives Hugh M. Gage and
Florence Love were the guests of honor. Judge A. A. Freeman, the neslor
of Eddy county, who has been in Vie-to- :
ia for a number of years, was also
included. Addresses
were made by
Judge Freeman, Captain E. P. Bujac,
F. G. Tracy, D. G. Grantham, A. X.
Pratt, and a number of others. The
occasion was a memorable one. There
were representative citizens from every part of the county present to do
honor to the men they send to the
first state legislature. The gathering
was
many of the leading
Republicans of the county being present.
Real Estate Men Organize.
The real estate men met yesterday
and made a temporary organization
with F. G. Tracy as president, and F.
A. Wright as secretary. A committee
was appointed to draft articles for a
It was
permanent
organization.
agreed to raise $."00 towards the general boosting fund now being raised
by Pecos Water Users' Association
and the Commercial Club. Tne plan
now is for the association to list all
lands and that the real estate men
shall handle the lands on a commisThe
sion basis for the association.
plan for settling the Carlsbad project
now taking form is comprehensive
and practical.
Every one in the community is connected with it either as
a landowner or business man and is
therefore true community work. The
details will be arranged for actual
work in a few days.

EIGHTH
GRADE IN FAST GAME.

H. S. DEFEATS

Local Team is in Good Trim to Meet
Meadow City Maidens Next

Friday.
With a score of 8 to 3 in favor
of the High School the Eighth Grade
girls went down to defeat last Saturday afternoon at the Armory in a
basket ball game that was fiercely conto the final
tested from the toss-uThe game was called at 3
whistle.
o'clock and the first half was uniformly fast and clean. There were few
fouls made. The goal throwing by
Helen Winters for the High School,
and Alta Sanford and Ruth Safford for
the Eighth Grade were the features of
the initial playing which ended the
half with a score of three to two in
favor of the High School.
The fast playing continued in the
second half with a greater number of
fouls. Opal Sanford made some remarkably clever field throws for the
High School which were offset by
the good work of Ruth Safford for
the Eighth Grade. The continued
goal throwing by Helen Winter helped to defeat the lower classmen.
It was evident from the first that
the teams were very evenly matched
and it was probably due to superior
coaching of Miss Frances McDonald
that the High School came out best.
Miss McDonald is fast rounding
the
team into shape and an easy victory
in the game next Friday evening is
The rooters did not turn
predicted.
out last Saturday as they should, but
a laTge attendance is expected at the
coming battle.
The line up Saturday follows: High
School Helen Winter and Opal San
ford, forwards; Miss Frances McDonald and Consuelo Bergere, centers;
Lula Krick and Dorothy Safford, cap
tain, guards.
Eighth Grade Ruth
Safford, captain, and Alta Sanford,
forwards; Anna Kauneand Ynez Otero,
centers; Adella Miller and Rosa Carson, guards. Referee, Wallace Fiske;
Ed Cartwright;
umpire,
linemen,
Messrs. Hamill, Goebel and Kaune.
p

Would you like to get a
suit made to your meas
ure that is different from
the ordinary suits a difference in quality of style,
of genius in the cutting ?
Then do not fail to see

the

CAPITAL
TAILORS
East Side of Plaza,
Next Door (o First National Bank Bid;.

PAGE THREE

NEWS.

"Good news travels fast," and the
thousands of bad Dncx sufferers in
SIMPLY OUR OWN LABOR Santa Fe are glad to loam that
prompt relief is within their reach.
Many a lame, weak and aching back
Is bad no more,
thanks to Doan's
Our citizens are tellKidney pills.
Have Your Easter Suit
ing the good news of their experience
with the Old Quaker Remedy. Here
is an example worth reading:
Miss Adela Arias, 106 Griffin St.,
MADE BY THE
Santa Fe, X. Mex., says: "The splendid results I obtained from the use
of Doan's Kidney Pills several years
ago has been permanent and for that
reason, my confidence in them has
increased.
I suffered from a dull,
ache in the small of my back
bevy
And You Will Surely
and was subject to headaches and
I always felt tired, had
dizzy spells.
Save From
no ambition and was in poor health
when I procured Doan's Kidney Pills.
It did not take them long to cure
me, and from that day to this, I have

$10.00

M.

i

Politics and Politicians

JjWITTEES

The worried mother wakes up to hear her baby's heavy Jreath!njj a little
perhaps the croup or whooping cough. She does not want to send for the
doctor when perhaps the trouble doe not amount to much. Finally she thinks of
that medical book her father gave her, The Common Sense Medical Adviser,
by
It. V. Pierce, I. L). She says
the thing to find out what is the matter witln
the little dear." Two million "just
households in this country own one and it's to
be had for only 31c. in
l.Ot'O caics in ,zr.a-A
....1
cloth hmri;nv
family adviser in any emergency. It is for either se?. This is what monv
,o..
w rite Ur. I lerce in
"
"
his
to
Favorite
a
which has
respect
Prescription,
m de thousands of melancholy and miserable women cheerful andremedy
by .curing
happy,
.
.
flit- - nainful
I
A:
t
a
s
woman
ncaitn and strength.
,.u,IIa,r uucjcs which unuermine
"Mv desire is to write a few lines to let von know what
your valuable medicine ha- - dene for rue.'" writes Mmj.
'
ZwiKirr. of &: S. Bemalon .street.
?!
Id. "Bet. ire th- - storck came to our house i was aBaltimore,
very sick
I wrote
woman.
you for advice which va- - kindlv given and
wlii.-me
a different, woman in a short lime. After
m;nle
taking the iir-- bottle of Favorite Prescription' I hernia
s.. thai
hardly knew I was in such a condition,
i '..'1 my own housework v. ashing and ironing, cooking,
scu;i, r. ;,, ti, w,,Nl (lf .,, 111r
three children who ha.l
otiL'h.
I hardlv knew of the advent ten minutes
whoopimr
wait. The haby is as fat, as a butter-ball- .
(
v. L
Dr. I :eives ! ;,v.in!e Prescription
h.. Im medicine for
any woman to take whuu in is condition. I rucumnieai it
MliS. ZUHERT ASD FiARK. to all my Ineud.-v- '
cough

i
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. W. D. Bidden, W H. Newconib. L.
Fall for Senator.
Mrs. Arthur Seligman Names
The Otero County Republican con P.artlett, John T. McCabe, Dr. L.
Those Who Will Direct
vention adopted a resolution urging Robinson, W. 11. Cox, Tom Lowe,
the election of Judge A. B. Fall to W. Golding, and r'ivd ii isii.
Work This Year
-

the United States Senate.

H.
D.
It.

Guadalupe County,

A.

E. Curreii, M. G. Manzanares.
W. Edwards, C'amillo Sanchez,
Tres
Baca, Esteban Gallegns, H. V. Smith,
P.en Jaramillo, Hen Hardy, S. D. C res-pi-

Otero County's New Chairman.
WHAT HAS ALREADY BEEN GONE
J. D. Taylor has been elected chairman of the Otero county Republican
central committee to succeed Charles
New Band Stand, Drinking Foun- P. Downs who has taken up his resitain and Library Catalogue
dence in Santa Fe.

The committees which will have
charge of the various activities of
the Woman's Board of Trade for the
coming year have been appointed by
the newly
Mrs. Arthur Seligman,
elected president and the plans of
the civic body for the year are now
receiving attention.
Among the first projects will be the
Lamy
replacing of the old Bishop
drinking fountain with a more sanitary one. Of recent years the common drinking cup has come under the
ban of public disapproval and next
string the plaza will have a continuous flow fountain that will meet the
approval of the most exacting. The
ladies of the board are ready to buy
the new fountain, if necessary if the
Santa Fe Water and Light Company
does not install one at its own
expense. The drinking trough for the
horses near the Old Palace will also
be replaced by a cement trough of the
latest design.
The work of classifying the library
was completed early in the winter and

ii is hoped that it will soon be catalogued under the latest card file system. The city council is considering
ljlans to nlnre a npv lmnd linvilinn in
the plaza under the direction of the
board, which body has the care of
the public square. This is badly
needed and the board will early make
its plans to place on the pluza an ornamental and artistic structure that
will be a credit to the city.
During the past year much has been
accomplished
looking towards the
care and training of the city's children. The children's room at the library has given the children access to
the best juvenile literature published
and the Saturday story telling hour, by
Miss Palm of the kindergarten, has
been a valuable supplement.
The regular work of relieving the indigent,
caring for the plaza and the library
has not been neglec'ad while the organization has contributed of its funds
to about every worthy public enterprise that has been conceived with the
idea of making Santa Fe a better
Place in which to live and rear children. The board also has
charge of
Fairview Cemetery and is
making it a
beauty spot.
The list of committees for 1912 are:
Visiting and relief, Mrs. Spitz, chairman; Mrs. Cartwright,
Mesdames Chapman, Xuding, Fischer,
nun ana Aliss C. Manderfield.
Finance and entertainment,
Mrs.
Renehan, chairman; Mrs. J. Seligman,
first
Mrs. Abbott, second
Mesdames Rolls.
Fiske,
Asplund,
Garrett, Hanna,
Haynes, McFie, Xuding, Rapp, Fischer, and Spitz.
Industrial Committee Mrs. Sparks,
chairman; Mrs. Wittman,
Mesdames Hogle, Kaune, Woodruff and Miss Simmons.
Miss Atkinson, chairImprovement
man; Mrs. Chapman,
Mrs. Schumann.
Mrs. Palen, chairman;
Reception
Mrs. Kaune,
Mesdames
Woodruff and Crichtou.
Press Mrs. Walter, chairman; Mrs.
McFie,
Prevention of cruelty to animal- sMiss E. Manderfield, chairman: Mrs.
Sparks,
Mrs. McFie.
and Book Mrs. Walter,
Library
chairman; Mrs. Thomas,
Mesdames Abbott, Asplund, Harvey, Atkinson,
Harroun, Crichton,
Walker and Miss Massie.
Mrs. Palen, chairman:
Cemetery
Mrs.
MesBishop,
dames Spitz, Garrett and Winter.
Educational Mrs. Winter, chairman; Mrs. Walker,
Mesdames Rolls and Sparks.
Building and Grounds Mrs. A. Seligman, chairman; Mesdames
Palen.
Spitz, Harroun and Thomas.
Decorations
Mrs. Haynes, chairman; Mrs. J. Seligman,
Napkins Mrs. Woodruff, chairman.
Silver Mrs. Schumann, chairman.
Mrs.
Corresponding
Secretary
Eishop.
Federation
Secretary Mrs. Asplund.
Dance Refreshments Mrs. Bishop.
The elective officers of the board
are: Mrs. Arthur Seligman, president;
Mrs. E. Crichton, first vice president;
Mrs. H. S. Kaune, second
Mrs. A. J. Fischer, third
Mrs. Anita J. Chapman, recording secretary; Miss E. Mander-

Andrews on the Ground.
Exllelegate Andrews is expected
back in New Mexico next week, nd
danger to some political fences constructed during his absence is anticipated. Mr. Andrews is skilled somewhat, in political warfare. Pecos
Valley News.
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Taft is All Right.
President Taft. has certainly made
a capable, wise, patriotic president.
He has never flinched from his duty
as he saw it for political cunning.
He headed the movement for a worldhe appointed

the

and deserves more credit than he re
ceives trom the majority of his countrymen. Taft is all light.. San Juan
County index.

Democrat Club Meeting.
The regular monthly meeting of the
Santa Fe county Democratic club will
be held tomorrow, Tuesday,
evening
at S o'clock in Delgado hall. A very
interesting meeting is promised as
there will be a report Tram the committee having in charge the Jefferson

:V? I"

;
"
'wuuut; .:ny e;uu- lT'ign, besides the regular business
.iiccuijg. ah ueniocrats not rnem- hers, are invited to join at once.
Adclph Hill is chairman of the membership committee and will take the
names of all applicants.
New Mexico

,

1

non

partisan taritt board, he favored the
Canadian reciprocity plan, he is foi
the parcels post. He is for the hie-hest welfare of the American people,

::

or Taft and Wilson.

A straw vote taken by a New York
paper, in which 8,000 ballots
were
cast by the leading men in each of

the states, shows that New Mexico is
i'! the Taft column
together with Vermont, Massachusetts,
Connecticut,

i

f

Ales-tandr-

-

Tesu-(pie-

treasurer.

SOUTH DAKOTA SWAPS
SCHOOL LANDS FOR FORESTS.
Signs Proclamation That Works Out
Problem Confronting New
Mexico.

::

20th Century Kids.

Last Time

ELK'S THEATRE.

New York, South Carolina, and Idaho.
Lt. Follette had a majority
only in
Wisconsin.
On the Democratic side.
Wilson led by far, New Mexico being
in the Wilson column, while
Main,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Louisiana, Illinois, Minnesota, North Dakota, Iowo, Kansas, California,
Utah,
Idaho and Washington
Democrats
want Bryan.
New York, West Virginia, Arkansas, Ohio and Washington
favor Harmon; Alabama, Underwood;
and Missouri, dark.

IE1G,

Delegates to Republican State Convention.
Bernalillo County.
E. S. Stover, Francis E. Wood, J.
E Saint, Nestor Montoya, F. A.
,
Francisco Lucero y Montoya, P.
Hanley, D. M. Perea, John W. Wilson, A. A. Sedillo, Thomas R. Duran,
John Lee Clark, J. R. Salazar, T. O.
Mason, George R. Craig, S. Sanchez,
W. S. Strickler, Edward A. Mann,
Luis Galles, O. C. Hudson, Seferino
Crollott, Charles Melini, R. R. Pollock, M. E. Hickey, W. W
Martin,
Thomas Hughes, A. C. Culver.
Chaves County.
Dr. C. L. Parsons, Will Robinson,
E. S. Mundy, A. D. Grile, E. A.
Nathan Jaffa, Howard Russell.
Eddy County.
C. M. Richards, W. T. Reed, Carlsbad; T. J. Sanford, Malaga;
Frank
Newkirk, J. W. TurKnett, Artesia.
Grant County.
W. D. Murray,
M. W. Porterfield,
Hub-bell-

Fare

i
ri
Doy si nere s tne ocoe mac
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Captured the Country!

Wonders for Lively Boys
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New Mexico is for Taft.
The Guadalupe county convention
instructed its delegates to the state
convention
for Taft. The Chaves
county delegation is for ltoosevelt.
The Grant county delegation is not
averse to instructions fen- Taft.
The
Bernalillo county convention like the
Santa Fe convention lauded Taft. The
Valencia county delegation is
but is for Taft.

ed'd

t.

and Dr. Smith.
Lincoln County.
Jas. V. Tully, Ruidoso: W. E. I'.lan- chard, Richardson;
t). T. Nye, and
Henry Liuz, Lincoln; ('. Hightower
and .1. It. Coleman, Capitan; 11. B. Ha
milton, Carrizozo and Fred I'liingston
Angus.
Otero County.
WORLD WHEAT SHIPMENTS
71
rt'T2. but gradually declined to
John M. Bowman, Chas. V. Downs,
LARGER THAN EXPECTED. T1
Realizing carried the marJas. A. Baii'd, of Alamogordo; .1. O
ket
still
lower.
of
M.
Closing figures were
Cazares,
Tularosa; Jack
Fall, of In Consequence There Is
Depression
Three Rivers; J. living Bailey, of
at 71 t tor May, a loss of
easy
of Grain Prices in the ChiCloudcroft.
net.
cago Pit.
Santa Fe County.
Demand for oats turned out to he
Esqnipuki Jiron, George W. Armijo,
Ppeeinl Leased Win. to New Mexican) limited and there was a feeding of dePy
Jose D. Sena. Mareelino A. Ortiz, Se
Chicago, 111., March 4 World ship- pression in conseii'.ience. Mty started
krmo Baca, Ricardo Aland, Apolonio ments
to
lower, at oil
than expected reduced m. changed to
Chaves, Ramon liustos, Alfredo Luce-ro- , wheat larger
to .";! ?t a:id descended to
prices today. Opening quota- ":!
Thomas li. Catron, E. H. Baca,
tions were
down to a shade up.
Charles C. Closson, J. W. Akers, Celso
to 101
a loss
May started it W
Firmness at the yards gave proviLopez, R. L. Baca, Frank Owen and A. of
to
touched lul
and then sions an appearance of strength at the
B. Renehan.
The close' was outset, but offerings increased and the
sagged to H):j
Torrance County.
nervous with May at in;!
a market weakened.
Macario Torres. Cumlido Padilla,
Initial sales were at Saturday
E 1). Lopez, Fred Chaves, Modesto net decline' of
Profit taking on the part of longs nights level to ",c advance with May
I'libarri, Ramon Romero, Perfecto
May delivery 1.1.90 for pork; 3.15 for lard;
.laramilio, Fred Havers and William made the corn market easy.
to
opened with
advance at and .v;2
for ribs.
.Mcintosh.
Valencia County,
Solomon Luna, Carlos Baca, Paul
f .enipeuick, E. Curley, Manuel Sedillo,
Jesus C. Sanchez, M. E. Baca, J.
S. Eldridge, litipei-tt
Jaramillo,
re Mirahal, S. I'adia. lioleslo Romero, Saturnine) Uaca, Perfecto Gabal-donEliseo Barela, Feraiin Martinez,
Abelicio Peua and J. M. Luna.
Delegates to Progressive State Con.. .'V. 7
vention,
Bernalillo County.
Jesus Romero, W. 11. Gillen water, Al- v're(l 5nir'slpl'l.
.
Sulzer, Frank
' rv
Ackerman, B. linppe, M. L. Fox, J. B.
llurg, Al Coleman, Policarpio Armijo,
I). A. Macpherson, T. A. Gtirule, J.
Felipe Armijo, D. H. Boatrigltt,
Malteuoei, AtaiKtsio Montoya,
Jose K. Romero. Rafael Sena, Justi-nianGutierrez. M. C. Ortiz, Maximo
A. Petea, l.tis Tafoya, C. L.
Murphy,
A. E. Walker, Henry Bramlet.
Santa Fe County.
1'rsulo Borrego, of Santa Cruz; Miguel Herrera, of Nambe;
Gregorio
Hen-era- ,
of Santa Cruz; Jose La Cruz
Fresciuez, of Santa Fe; Colonel Geo.
V. Prichard. Levi a. Hughes. Francis
CCartwright, Former
Governor M. A. Otero. David Gonzales
Manuel E. Ortiz, Jesus Ortiz y Tal'oya,
all of Santa Fe; Santos Ortiz, of
Alfonso Dockweiler, of
;
Nicolas Montoya. of Golden;
and Thomas Ilanna, of Lamy.
Alternates.
Antonio Valdez, Santiago Baca, F.
Jones, H. II. Dorman, W. E. Griffin, B.
F Morris, E. R. Paul, E. E. Meier, Albino Ortega, and Dr. James A. MasTo-Nigh- t.
sie, all of Santa Fe; Alcario Lopez,
Santa Cruz; Candelario Romero, Agua
Fria; Dr. F. Palmer, Cerrillos: Lucas
Chaves, Tesuque; Pedro Bustos, Santa Cruz, and Canuto Madrid, Santa
Cruz.
JURY DECIDES CLAIMANT
Torrance County.
IS NOT KIMMEL.
'S
A. T. Blaney, Angus McGillivray,
Karl Moullon, Julius Meyers, Lorenzo But it Could Not Agree
That the
ASSOCIATION
Zamoia, Aluerto Chaves and G. II.
Missing Man Was Dead in
Van Stone.
1904.
Valencia County.
T. W. Campbell, H. V. Mather, John (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
St. Louis, Mo., March 4. The jury
W. Craig, L. B. Becker, W. M. Merger,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M,
n the Kinimel case reported to Fed
I)i. J. W. Bearclsley, woliam E. Le
MARCH l.'lli lilti. 111!.
eral
Amidon
Judge
today that it had
Brun, F. L. Walrath, Ignacio Chaves,
claimant
that
is
the
not
agreed
L.
George
H.
C.
C.
L.
J.
Meeker,
Stubbs,
1 1- -3
A. Kimmel, but that it had not agreed
Abell, C. A. .Moore and Desideiio GarKimmel was dead in 1904 when
that
cia.
the present suit was filed.
Judge From all stations in NewMexico
Amidon then began instructing the
Taft.
Rio Arriba Republicans for
Dates of Sale, Mar. 11,12, 13.
jury anew.
At the primary meeting of Republi
Return
Limit, March I bill, 1912.
cans in precinct No. 7 of Rio Arriba
follow
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
county, held on Friday last, the
For particulars, apply to
Your druggist will refund money if
resolution was
uiiauiiuousij
ing
any Santa Fe agent
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
adopted:
of
case
or
Blind,
Itching,
Bleeding
That we recognize in
Resolved,
!l.S.LUTZ,Agt., SANTA FE, N. M.
President Taft one of our greatest Protracting Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c-Presidents, w ho has given to the country an eminently wise, prudent and
patriotic administration, and has won
the confidence and regard of the whole
people; and we are earnestly in favor
of his recommendation.
Resolution of respect and condolence were passed on the death of Hon.
Francisco A. Luna, for many years a
leader in the county.
Here's the shoe you have been reading so much about
Garcia and
L. B. Prince, Damacio
in the magazines the "Boy Scout" the shoe that has
to
were
elected
taken
the country by storm. Never has a shoe created
Garcia
delegates
Eioy
so much excitement never has a shoo crsated such a
the county convention which meets on
sudden tremendous demand as the great "Boy Scout"
Wednesday.
Shoe now iu town and ready for your inspection.
.

Roswell Prohibition Ticket.
The Prohibition wing of the Democrats at Roswell have nominated the
following municipal ticket : For mayor, George T. Veal; for treasurer,
R. H. McCune; for city clerk, Fred J.
Beck; aldermen, J. A. Cottingham, J.
Q. Cummins, J. F. Patterson, Dr. H. H.
Keith, J. E. Rhea, Dr. R. 11. Stetson.

wide peace,

.

lmm-iivm-
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Planned.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, March 4. To
provide for carrying out an agreement, under which South Dakota
School lands will be exchanged
for
national forest land of equal area and
TONIC IN ACTION
QUICK IN RESULTS value, President Taft has signed a
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE, proclamation which makes it possible
KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE, for the state to select immediately
C0,143 acres of land from the Harney
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the and Sioux national forests.
This exchange is the first fruit of
of the
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY a plan inaugurated by the forest service several years ago, and laid before
IRREGULARITIES.
A positive boon to
the governors of various
western
MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY states, with a view to settling the
PEOPLE and for WOMEN.
vexed question of school lands within
For sale fej all druggists.
national forests.

Foley Kidney Pills

A WOMAN'S WISDOM.

Plays

iOT

The first bout to be held under the
auspices of the lately organized Santa Fe Athletic Club will be pulled' off
at 9:30 o'clock next Wednesday evening at the Elks' theatre. The fight
will be a hard contest between men
who know the game thoroughly and
will run for twenty rounds if necessary. Soldier Hunter of Fort Win-gatand Kid Day of St. Joseph have
both been seen in action in Albuquerque and each has defeated his man
there. Both men are middleweights,
142 pounds, ringside weight,
having
been agreed upon.
There will be a
preliminary by two well known glove artists
from Albuquerque shortly before the
main contest. Local aspirants to fistic honors are invited to declare their
intentions at the theatre and a chance
to try out will be given them. It is
the intention of the management to
hold bouts every ten days, and it
e

Players
promises to see to it that only first
class and clean boxing exhibitions

are presented.

FREIGHTER FROZEN TO
DEATH NEAR LAS VEGAS

Report from Las Vegas has it that
the remains of Dionicio Sanchez, a
freighter, who was frozen to death
were found near Sapello, San Miguel
county.

Relieves CATARRH of
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"Pov Scouts" are the "classiest" shoes ever
made for row;h and tumble wear. They outwear
two or three pairs ot ordinary shoes, just tne
ticket fur baseball, running, jumping or
any outdoor sport. Lvcry boy wuo aas
Seen them is crazy for a pair.
6.
$

Z" 10$1

little
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Colors

Q''ve Tan
and Black

The "BOY SCOUT" Shoe
The soles are made from Elk Sole
Leather the toughest and best sole
leather there is. Our secret process
of tannage makes them wear from two
to three times aslongas common soles.
And they're the best shoe you could
get fur your feet, too. They're made
especially for growing feet and fe'el
fine the minute you put them on. The
uppers are made from Elk Skin Leather
and are as soft as gloves.
There
are no linings to rip apart, teaf

your stockings and hurt your feet.
"Boy Scouts" are the coolest and
most healthful shoes you could buy.
The soles are put on so good you
can't pull them loose no matter how
ronirh you are.
Just tell your folks about them, boys.
They'll want you to have a pair.
Maybe your pc will want a pair. too.
Ask him to bring you in and look at
He'll be just as dethem himself.
lighted as you are.
"You
a Swastika"
Good Luck Charm
with everv pairof'Bov
Scout" Shoes you buy. And it's a dandy. Looks something
like the picture in the corner of this ad, only it is bright-anshiny, like a gold piece and it stays bright, too. Makes
fine prize for winners of ball games, races, etc.
"Boy Scouts" are selling fast. Better call right away:if
you don't you'll have to wait until we can send for more.

Good Luck Charm FREE

JOHN PFLUEGER,

the shoeman

E
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MONDAY,

ROOT AND HERB REMEDIES

'
Foreigners Act In Concert.
stand the test of time because they
Detachments of British, French, possess merit and though many years
German, Russian and Japanese troops have passed since our American
were mustered and carried out a recgrandmothers commenced to make
onnaissance, but found that no
their annual collections of roots,
troops had arrived at Tachi. herbs and barks, from which to pre
Precautions have been tanen for tha pare medicine to relieve different ail
immediate detection of their arrival.
ments science has failed to produce
other remedies so dependable.
Up to Calhoun.
Many of these old recipes which
Washington, D. C, March 4. Mr.
Calhoun today was instructed to call our ancestors found so reliable have
for troops, after consultation with his developed into proprietary medicines
a
world-wiureputation, such as
diplomatic colleagues in Peking, if at of
ComE. Pinkham's Vegetable
any time, in his judgment, he considered it would be better to have a few pound, the most successful remedy for
more American soldiers either at Pek- woman's ills the world has ever
and tons of roots and herbs
ing, Tien Tsin, or along the railroad known,
are used annually in making it.
from Peking to the sea.

Continued rom Page One.
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
they said that they saw seven MexiOldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
cans fall and that they believed four
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
of them were killed.
Wakes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial Naws. Gees to Every
Sonora Is Quiet.
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
Heimos.llo, Sonora, March 4. For
EL NUEVO IWEXICANO.
better protection in the event of rev
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50 olutionary activity in this section, a
a Year.
force known as the "liberales" is beFRANK P. STURGES
PAUL A, F. WALTER
It will
ing organized in Hermosillo.
Editor and President.
Vice President.
with the Madero forces as
CHAS. M. STAUFFER
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Sonora is quiet
a volunteer body.
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
with the exception of the Agiia Pri&
ti district. Hermosillo is garrisoned
Entered as Second Class Matte r at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
by three troops, one orTegulars, one
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
?3.50 of Yaquis and one of rurales, all heaviDaily, six months, by mail
25
Daily, per week by carrier
1.00 ly armed.
Weekly. six ffonths
75
13 KILLINGS IN FEBRUARY.
iJaHy, per month, by carrier
Exodus From Mexicc.
2.00
Weekly,
year
per
GOVERNOR TO THE BORDER.
65
Dnilv ner month, bv mail
4 About sevenMarch
50
Texas,
Laredo,
eekly. per quarter
7.00
(Continued From Page One.)
Daily, per year, by mail
ty-five
mostly women
Americans,
(Continued from Page One)
to
and children, passed through here
fense against rape, Benham, Union
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
!
day from Mexico, enroute north. The which he claims would injure a power county, February 19, Luis Garcia, gun
due tn President Taft's project in which he is interested. He
The new Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to ir ish is
shot, no arrest made; W. W. Wood,
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large anc. growing circulation recent warnings. Some of them ex- - has applied in the office of State En family feud, Loving, Eddy county,
10
u.
of
waters
Miner ior
the Southwest
pressed alarm over the Mexican situ- gineer cnaries
among the intelligent and progressive people
James Donnelson, gun shot, surrendation, but others said their only rea- irrigate 2,500 acres. The hearing on ered to sheriff; Sam Lyle, gambling,
son for leaving was that there hus- this application will come up before Albuquerque, Bernalillo county, FebruEngineer Miller on April 22.
bands had forced them to go.
ary 28, N. A. Carr, arrest made.
W. F. Buchanan Returned.
It is reported here that twenty-fivThis is an average of one killing for
families will leave Monterey
today,
W. F. Buchanan former vice presi- every 2,000 people in New Mexico or
he has been President than during any bound for the United States.
REPORT OF STATE AUDITOR.
dent of the defunct International five times as great as the average for
The refugees said that in the cities Bank of Tucumcari, was yesterday re- the United States.
The report of Auditor of State ten years preceding. More legislation
bfst turned to Tucumcari by Sheriff Ward
William G. Sargent, for the three of benefit to the poor man, to the good order generally prevailed,
in the country, ranches and small vil- of Quay county to face a charge of GENERAL SALAZAR FORMERLY
years 1909 to 1911, just made to Gov- workingman, has become law through
ernor McDonald, dovetails into the re- lis signature than during the seven lages are being attacked by scattered embezzlement in connection with the
LIVED AT LAS CRUCES.
General Eniilio Salazar who figures
rebels.
failure of the bank which he soltf
port of State Treasurer O. X. Marion years of his predecessor.
commented on last week. However,
What does New Mexico want? Does
Robbery appears to be the motive.
shortly before its failure. Captain prominently in the latest Mexican revMr. Sargent's report makes no recom- the Republican
Sheriff olution, was at one time a resident of
Fred Fornoff
party occupy such
accompanied
Orozco for President.
mendations but is a mass of well class- wobbly ground that it must hesitate
in Las Cruces, Dona Ana county. He
Ward
as
4.
as
far
D.
March
Torrance,
arriving
C,
Washington,
lived in back of the old church and
ified financial statistics that give much to endorse its choice for the Presi- Another
Fornoft
Fe
Santa
last
said
revolutionists
Captain
night.
dispatch
information about the revenues of the dency? Are the delegates to the Reat Chihua- reports that they had no trouble in was well known to old timers.
were
expected
momentarily
commonwealth and their expenditure. publican state convention this week,
hua from Paso Del Norte and that up- securing their prisoner after arriving
Last fiscal year, for instance, the re- men, or are they olu women?
at Seattle with the requisition papers Department of the Interior,
on their arrival, all would unite ar,
from
direct
of
genthe
United States Land Office.
territory
ceipts
and that Buchanan seemed willing to
Orozco
proclaim
president.
eral taxation were $545,817.01 and
Santa Fe, N. M., Teb. 8, 1912.
face the charges placed against him.
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Dispatches
The Census Bulletin referred to at
sources. The greatest single item of
12, 1911.
Republication.
was
to
the
bank
due
seekmismanagement
indicates
that
beyond
income was $50,000 from the United length on Saturday in an editorial on partment
Notice is hereby given that the fol
was
it
sold.
after
States for the Agricultural College. the state of agriculture in New Mexi- ing the overthrow of the Madero govlowing named claimant has filed noSupreme Court.
Then came $40,57S collected in fees co, gives statistics for every county ernment these revolutionists apparenttice of his intention to make final
fuThe state supreme court convened
by the Department of Insurance. Third in the state and in addition to the sig- ly take no interest in the political
proof under sections 16 and 17 of the
2
to
at
o'clock
at
said
this
are
afternoon
the
levy
Capi- Act of March 3, 1891, (26
was the common school income from nificant figures published Saturday, ture of Mexico. They
Stats., S54),
lease of public lands, $34,240.86. Con- it is of interest to know how the vari- - tribute in a merciless manner and to tol with Chief Justice Roberts and As- as amended by the Act of February
sociate Justices Hanna and Parker 21, 1893
victs' earnings were fourth with
(27 Stats., 470) in support of
ous counties compare as to the num- hold men for ransom.
present.
Arguments were heard on his claim 3253, serial 013817, lor tract
fifth, proceeds from national ber of farms and area under cultiva
Fifty Americans Missing.
case
No.
ComStore
1390,
Department
forests $28,529.53, then $24,049.24 from tion, and also as to other statistical
1, sees. 21 and 2S, and tract 2, in sec.
Since
26, about fifty pany, a
corporation, plaintiff in error, 2S, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M. & B.
district clerk fees sixth, although the items to be touched upon later. The Americans February
in Asarco have not been vs.
Hat Company, a viz: Donaeiano Lucero of Cuba, N.
road fund had $27,304.02 income outfigures should be of especial interest heard from and ince then all com- corporation, defendant in error, when Mside of the road tax. The only other to the board of
in
Disfor
off.
cut
been
munication has
equalization,
the New Mexican went to press.
Said proof will be made before the
single item above $15,000 was from the such counties as Chaves, the richest
patches also said it is probable troops
five per cent of the U. S. land sales,
Penitentiary Board Meets.
Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Ofon the way from Torreon, forty
county of the twenty-six- ,
are
agricultural
The New Mexico commissioners for
$15,083.76.
Santa Fe, N. M., on April 15, 1912.
the farm value alone is four times the miles distant to give protection to the the state penitentiary met last Satur- fice,Claimant
names the following witOf expenditures, the largest item is
of
all
classes
valuation
is
force
total assessed
Americans and another relief
day and a number of paroles were nesses to prove his actual, continuous
not salaries, but maintenance of educa- o:"
property. The counties line up as reported approaching from the south. granted.
adverse possession of said land for
tional institutions toward which
follows as to farm values:
Hernandez Deserts Madero.
Requisition Issued.
twenty years next preceding the surof the total exor
Chaves
$20,526,083
The war department was interested
A requisition was issued Saturday vey of the township, viz.:
penditures, were disbursed. The item
13,592,391
Dionicio McCoy, Victor Casaus, both
keenly in the news that Orozco has by Governor W. C. McDonald on the
ol salaries and contingent expenses, Eddy
Colfax
13,455,410 cast his lot with the rebels and probof
governor of Oklahoma for the return Oi Cuba, N. M.
$137,119.16, or
the
9,078,198
Any person who desires to protest
total looms up second, with $99,015.90 San Miguel .... ,
ably had Joined Salazar in trying to to New Mexico of Ward Leslie, now in
7,982,7S2 defend Chihuahua
for penal institutions, or
of L'nion
against the federal Oklahoma, who is wanted in Lincoln against the allowance of said proof, or
7,934,274- advance from the south under Colonel county on a
the total, third. For good roads $90, Roosevelt
charge of larceny and re- who knows of any substantial reason
o,mo,vt
391.29 was
Villa. Orozco also has drawn with ceiving stolen goods. A. T. Roberts, under the laws and regulations of the
for interest, yufly
expended;
6,912,600 him
$75,135; for public schools $63,375.01; Grant
Hernandez, a former lieutenant of deputy sheriff of Lincoln county, who Interior Department why such proof
6,129,581 Madero.
lives at Carrizozo, was appointed should not be allowed, will be given
for the care of the insane $60,000; for, Curry
5,775,305
Las Vegas grant and other trust fundi Mora
agent to present the requisition and an opportunity at the above mention
Americans Are Fleeing.
ed time and place to
5,419,899
take charge of the prisoner.
for charitable institutions San Juan
$52,298.50;
Tucson, Ariz., March 4. In accordthe witnesses of said claimant, and to
5,322,5S9
$46,124.18; for protection of livestock Guadalupe
Notaries
Appointed.
ance with President Taft's advice for
5,066,157
nota- offer evidence in rebuttal of that subThe
were
industry $32,357.31; for maintenance Socorro
following
appointed
all Americans in Mexico to leave at ries
of public buildings $1S,679.38; fire
4,846,473
Ana
by Governor W. C. McDon- mitted by the claimant; and especial
the first ominous sign, a car occupied ald: public
4,516,675
Lincoln
Esteban H. Biernbaum, Mora, notice is hereby given to Manual Ara-go$14,750;
mounted
partments
police
children
and
women
American
y Lucero, claimant of claim 1303,
Mora county; Max P. Kempenich,
$14,231.69;
4,323,173 by
administration of public Torrance
from Guaymas and Mexico cities far
serial 013791, which conflicts with tha
lands $14,1S3.S4;
militia
Valencia
Rio Arriba
4,308,645
$13,196.97;
county;
Castle,
Evelyn
ther south arrived here today. Word Santa
conservation of natural resources
3,906,300 was
Fe, Santa Fe county; Charles land herein described as to .47 of an
Otero . .
received here from Hermosillo,
M
CmU0 acre or tract of 2 of the claim 3253, of
protection of game $6,501.01; Valencia
3,771,183
Mexico, today that railroad section'
miscellaneous $4,051.60, a total of Santa Fe
conn- - opportunity afforded him at the above
Rsa3,509,872
Guadalupe
!fn'a.
Mazatlan
and
gangs between Culiacan
$937,355.71.
It will take at least a Sandoval
F.
Mesil
Dona mentioned time and place.
a,
3.469.940
Ainkenson,
had quit work with the exception of
.
round million to run the new state this Bernalillo
MANUEL R. OTERO,
yv .
, a.
3,247,937 one band which is
full.
L.unaius,
tuuiiij
working under the Sumner,
year and $1,250,000 would not be too Sierra
Register.
county
Guadalupe
3,225,108
a
of
of
rurales.
fifty
guard
protection
much if the main needs of manv wor-'-r- ..
Incorporation.
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The Collver and Dunn Company of
Nothing like having your office up
thy institutions and causes are to belLuna . .
I'fiWfiGl
to date. The Glone Wiernicke Filing
FROM PEACE. Roswell, filed articles of incorpora
FAR
CHINA
SEEMS
1,338,165
McKinley
tion with the state corporation com and Sectional Unit book cases, not
It is publicity in financial affairs,
The total for New Mexico is
rom face One.)
mission this morning. The irV con- only improve the looks of your office
(Continued
such as the reports of the state treasor three times the total valucern expects to conduct a general mer- but will pay for themselves in the
urer and state auditor afford, that ation of all classes of
property.
should also be had from the counties
king, had succeeded at 2 o'clock this cantile bus:ness. The capital is given time they sve you. Why not be up
afternoon in restoring comparative as $10,000 divider' into 100 shares to date? New Mexican Printing
and municipalities, so that the taxWHY NOT?
order and the city generally was valued at $100 each at par. The
payers would really understand how
the public funds are expended and
Artillery firing was, however, names of the incorporators,
An old timer in New Mexico writes quiet.
all of
whence they are derived. Certainly, the New Mexican as follows: "There heard to the south of the city.
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
whom live in Roswell, Chaves county,
Kai Appeals to Sun.
the tax payer ought to know, and will be a'chiel among ye taking notes'
with the amount of capital stocty sub- Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts all
San Francisco, Calif., March 4.
when he does know, many of the fool-it- during senatorial election, and 'faith
scribed by each
follows:
Howard of the time and works for the upcharges and criticisms about graft he'll prent them.' If any candidate President elect Yuan Shi Kai of the Collver, 60 shares; Joshua X Dunn, 60 building of our new State.
and extravagance, where there is an for the United States Senate opens a Chinese republic, telegraphed to Dr. shares; Rebecca Dunn, 1 share.
honest administration of the public 'bar'l', such men as William Allen Sun Yat Sen at Nanking yesterday
New Mexican Want Ads always
Amended Articles Filed.
funds, fall to the ground of their own White and Lincoln Steffens will write urging him personally to lead an army
The Bank of Springer this morning bring results. Try it.
the filed an amendment to
weight.
a story. Lookou for a dictagraph. to Peking to assist in quelling
its charter
There is going to be a finish fight rioting there, according to a cablegram changing the character of its business
received
Chinese
the
Free
ENDORSE TAFT.
by
today
from a
bank of discount and
against any one who tries or does use
C.
It is unmanly to beat around the money. The legislature is in the lime- Press. Dr. Sun stated his willingness deposit to a savings bank and trust asto
an
lead
army against the rioters if sociation. The bank also
bush when vital issues are at s'ake. light. I am for Roosevelt but there
was
granted
he deemed it necessary.
If New Mexico Republicans
favor are limitations. If he gets too radical
EGOS FOR HATCHING.
Local Chinese look upon President permission to reduce its
capital
him."
will
friends
best
Roosevelt for the Presidency,
ris
quit
stock
from
to
$30,000
they
$15,000 which is
Yuan's request as an admission that
should say so. If they ..re for Taft",
And why not? The honest candi the situation
in Peking is extremely divided into 150 shares worth $100
uui Jet uiem act as n they were date for the United States Senate serious.
each. The president of the Springer
ashamed of it.
dicneed fear no muckrakers and no
Bank is C. N. Blackwell and the
Reinforcements for Peking.
Either the Republican p; vty has tagraphs. The more money a candi13
4.
cashier, C. R. Brown.
March
Twelve
hundred
Tokio,
failed to make good nationuJy the date must spend to attain the senator-ship- ,
Chinese troops started from Kwang
the less worthy he is of it. An Tun
past three years, or it has not. It
to reinforce the North SETTLEMENT OF LAWRENCE
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
it has failed, it will acknowledge n honor bought with gold is no honor at Chinesetoday
STRIKE SEEMS REMOTE.
The party went by
garrison.
by dropping Taft. It is never cow- all. But why these intimations, these sea to Chin
Wang Tao and the rest by
ardly to admit a mistake. If the veiled threats, that reflect more or less rail.
315 Palace Ave,
Less Than Half the Workers Have Re- Phone Red 204.
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is
upon
not
every
ashamed
they
long
of its record, ft
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turned to Mills Despite Wage
Soldiers Become Bandits.
not
are
definite
and
And
as
will endorse Taft, renominate and respecific.
Increase.
Peking, March 4. Peking was sur
to Roosevelt's radicalism, even his
elect him.
the day. At
prisingly
quiet
throughout
The time is past when New Mexico friends wonder whether any other the foreign legations, it is
thought (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
msn would dare go the limit as the
had to sit on the fence because
that order can be restored unless the Lawrence, Mass., March 4. The Makes Men's Fine
it
feared to offend some one in case its Rough Rider has done.
southern soldiers also begin to mutiny striking textile workers maintained
people took a decided stand. New MexReports received from foreigners in most of their strength when the mills
ico is in position to assert itself. The
Mounted Policeman John W. Collier the interior say that bands of soldiers opened today, despite the overtures of
support of its two Senators and two last week drove over a hundred unde- are looting in all directions.
the manufacturers in the form of a
JSHOC MAHUFACniBtftS
five per cent increase in wages. There
Congressmen will be welcome at the sirable characters, men and women,
Ruin on Every Side.
White Hons? next year, no matter who out of Belen. He has established law
Tien Tsin, March 4. Ruin is to be still are more operatives out of work
the next President will be, or who was and order in a community that was seen in every important thorough- than there are in the mills.
and prosperity be- fare and partly burned
favored by the Republicans at their losing prestige
ticket lines totalling more than
corpses lie
state convention at Santa Fe this cause the income of its inhabitants about the streets. Proclamations are 5,000, paraded Essex street and the ap- and
to
week. But let New Mexico speak
surroundings went
being posted ordering the inhabitants proacnes to the mill Kates for an
out;
let the Nation know that its electorate instead of to the grocer, butcher and to remain fn doors after 9 o'clock at hour and a half but there was no con
has spine. Let it be either for Taft baker. Belen will not suffer in pros- night and notifying that martial law flict with the police.
.
TT1
and is in force.
umess j.l
mere is a great response
or against him.
perity because of this clean-up- ,
GovNew
Mexican
to
the
a
has
witnm
few
praise
That weakish, sickish, "don't know
days to the mill owners'
British Resist Chinese'.
where we are at until the band wagon ernor McDonald for seeing to it that
Two companions of the Koyal Ennis-kille- offers, it is thought by city officials
passes," policy is driving voters away his first duty, to enforce the laws as
Fusileers have been ordered to and others that the mills will have to
IVKRY PAIR HAS THI
n om me party. Let there be prin- they are upon the statute books, has remain at Feng Tai, on the railroad to shut down.
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ciples and leaders, and let them be l not been forgotten. There is no defy Peking, where the British troops yes- LIFE INSURANCE PAID
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ico: Beal D. Calvin, Roswell,
the
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gave New Mexico statehood while trust that people;
Considerable excitement was causL. Coen, Las Vegas, $1,005;
the
be
says
public
Roosevelt merely promised it and
the murderer who slays des- ed by telephonic reports from the Arthur R. Kingsbury, East Las Vegas
then ignored it, and finally sought to l.anged;
Russian
consul
stating that 500 Chi $3,000; Charles G. Richie. Santa Fe.
pite the commandment, "Thou shalt
add insult and injury by seeking to not
Shoes from $1.50 up.
kill," are hardly any more detes- nese soldiers had entered the village $2,003; Franklin A. White,
Clovls, Boys'
force New Mexico and Arizona to be table and
of
a
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from
Tachi,
only
the
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foreign $5,015.57; Wilson
deserving of public wrath,
Berger, Artesia,
come one commonwealth. Taft stands tnan the men
Call and see my line before
or women who In de- - concessions, in violation of the nrntn. $3,000.
tfor protection and New Mexico needs fiance of law and
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conditions forbidding
making your purchase.
Chinese
public opinion, will
protection. Taft has made good. More ride over the popular will as express-- , troops to approach within a radius of
Baby Abandoned A boy baby not
reforms have been brought about, ed in laws and ordinances
seeking to "ven miles. Consequently the foreign more than six weeks old was found
.mure trusts ana megai combinations reguiate ana curb a business that
at,ml,ltary commanders - decided upon Saturday night on to front porch ot
204 West Palace Aftfnue.
punished during the three years that its bcst is proscribed and despised. ' Joint action to turn out the Chinese Rss M. Merrltt at Albuquerque,
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THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
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Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
customers. Buys and sells
stocks in all 'markets
and
domestic
foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
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The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.

THOS. DORAN, Proprietor

Large Sample Rooms.

Coronado Restaurant
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Now Under

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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Short Orders run Day
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Hot & Cold
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222 San Francisco Street

Regular Meals 25c.
Baths.
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Phonograph is
a wonderful thing. It brings the. talent of the
world's greatest artists into the home and places
it at the disposal of whoever cares to listen. The

As an entertainer, the Edison

Edison Phonograph
improvement and advantage which the genius of
Thomas A. Edison has been able to suggest. Put one in your
home. Your whole family will welcome the new songs, the good
stories and the bright music. There is an Edison Phonograph
at a price to suit every purse. There are new records of all the
new music and songs every month. We will gladly demonstrate
and explain this greatest of all home entertainers.
has every

Edison Phnnosraphs.$15.00tn$200. EdisonStntulnrd Records.35c. Edison Ambcrol
Records (play twice tu long), 50c. Edison Grand Opera Records, 75c. to $2.00.

C. L. GRANT,
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$2.50 up.

$3,000-Lorin-
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When Three
is Company

San Francisco St., over Kaune's Store.

PROCRASTINATION!!
..

Insure your life NOW! Don't wait until
Tomorrow may be too late!
may never
come. ,Don'trun the chance of causing those that are dependent on
NEEDLESS SUFFERING.
you (your loved ones) Mother, Wife or Sister
INSURE NOW.
Insure in the Company that writes the most liberal
policies, and that has the financial strength to backofthem up such
Pittsburf, Penn.
a company is THE RELIANCE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,
Let us explain to you the famous SELF SUSTAINING POLICY, a form
is a
written by the Reliance Life exclusively: "A Reliance Policy
reliance indeed in the time of need." We also represent THE EQUITABLE SURETY COMPANY, of St. Louis, Mo., writing Fidelity and Surety
Bonds, also the OCEAN ACCIDENT AND GUARANTEE CORPORATION, of London,
Dfland. The Ocean writes the most attractive and liberal forms of
Liability
Accident, Health, Burglary, Automobile and EmployersSPOT
at the
Insurance. Just a hint from you and we will be on the
ft! INUTE and interview
and explain the unusual merits of our many
you
'
V:
policies.,; .,..,DON'T PROCRASTINATE!

;'

HALL & HALL, GenT. Agts.
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at Wells College.
The shadow by my finger east
Divides the future t'ro.u the pst:
Before it, sleeps the unborn hour,
In darkness, and beyond thy power.
Sun-Di-

Business

Does a General Banking

Behind its unreturning line,
The vanished hours, no longer thine;
One hour alone is in thy hands
The Now on which the shadow stands.
(From "Poems ol Henry Van Dyke,'1

Your Patronage Solicited
.

I

B. LAUGHLIN, President
W. E. GRIFFIN

Established

H. F.

STEPHENS. Cashier,

Asst. Cashier

1856.
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Scribuer's).
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Mrs. Bergcre will not be at home
to callers during Lent.
hishop Cameron llann will be at
Roswell next Sunday.
Federal Judge William H. Pope was
tt Albuquerque on Saturday.
J. B. Hayward went to Espanola this
forenoon on insurance business.
L. Bradford Prince has
returned from a trip to Espanola.
Mrs. Agnes Peaster, of Albuquerque,
left the city yesterday for her home.
Former Attorney General V". C. Reid
is in Santa Fe to attend the supreme
court session.
Congressman George Curry arrived
in Santa Fe on the noon train from
Washington, D. C.
A. A. Wynne, of the forest service,
whose headquarters are in Albuquerque, spent Saturday in the Capital.
Captain E. P. Bujac of Carlsbad,
mentioned for the position of adjutant
general, is in Santa Fe from Carlsbad.
M. A. Goii'ales, the rancher of
and clerk of Rio Arriba county,
left Santa Fe yesterday for Albuquerque.
R. C. Rankin, Mrs. Rankin and their
daughter arrived from Las Vegas yesterday afternoon and are guests at the
Palace.
W. F. Reed of Albuquerque, formerly of Santa Fe, arrived in Santa Fe
last evening and registered at the
Palace.
Colonel W. H. H. Llewellyn went to
Albuquerque to meet Governor McDonald and party and to escort them to
Las Cruces.
Policarpio Valencia and his son J.
D. C. Valencia of Santa Cruz
were
pleasant callers at the New Mexican
office today.
Dr. and Mrs. Lucky will pass
through here tomorrow from Santa Fe
for El Paso, going for Mrs. Luckey's
health. Estancia News.
A. A. Jones, national Democratic
committeeman, spent Saturday in the
Capital and returned to his home in
Las Vegas yesterday afternoon.
Congressman Curry who is on hi3
way to Santa Fe, is writing a book on
the Philippines.
The manuscript is
almost ready for the publisher.

1903.

Incorporated

About
house cleaning will soon
and now is the time to
plan the changes that you want to
make. We have made a special
s,
effort to secure a nobby line of
couch covers in all designs,
carpets and rugs, oil cloth and linoleum. Come in and look over this
line. It may be a suggestion for
you. We have just unpacked a full
line of
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WHY PAY RENT?
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When you can buy a new
modern brick house
for less money than you can
?
build
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Manicuring,
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Chiropody,
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O.C. WATSON & CO.
SURETY

Phone, Red 189.

BONDS,

REAL

119 San Francisco St.

The Supreme Luxury

con-

of Coffee Drinking"

te

for LADIES' AND MISSES' DRESSES, SUITS AND
COATS. The cost, of a garment built to your measure
of Fabrics and Style selected by you isn't any more
in comparison than the cost of garments ready made.
You can save 25 per cent, by having your suit made to
order through OUR SUIT DEPARTMENT
:: :: :: ::
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YOU NEVER GO WRONG

"CHASE

HIGH-GRAD- E

R Y

COFFEE"

ON WHAT YOU BUY HERE!

The Best of Everything at Right Prices. Filigree Work of
Every Description. Silverware, Cut Glass, Deco- rated China, Watches, Clocks, Etc.

I

firmation.

&

SANBORN'S
SEAL BRAND
PURE

JULIUS H. GERDES.

JEWEL

8

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

HAVE just received our Spring Style Book
WE taining
all the Latest and
Fabrics

IN AND HAVE A LOOK

Dandruff, falling hair and baldness
POST SYSTEM.
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads,
facial lines, absolutely removed. All
(Continued From Page One.)
kinds of hair work done.
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
thrown down the stairs. This, he said,
Phone 5075
343 San Francisco St. he did not see.
Samuel Gomners, president of the
American Federation of Labor, ad
He said he
dressed the committee.
wished to appear in support of the
H.
KAUNE
CO. resolution for an Inquiry rather than
as a witness.
"The statement has been made that
the United States Workers had failed
to organize these people and were organized merely to get money for the
workers," said Mr. Gompers.
"If that statement were true, the
United Textile Workers ought not to
exist. But it is not true. The truth
is that the tyrannical attitude of the
mill owners of Lawrence in perverting the minds of these people caused
these conditions."
Pitney Recommended for Con-

S.

ESTATE.

ANNOUNCEMENT

COME

Treatment.

FOR PARCELS

This is another one of OUTBARGAINS. Come quick
for it is going to be sold at once.

INSURANCE,

Massaging,

Vacuum

H. C. YONTZ, "SS"

I

Is the most luxurious coffee
you ever put to your lips.
It is blended from the world's
choicest coffees, and its exquisite flavor never varies.
ALSO HAVE A FULL LINE OF

Chase & Sanborn's Teas

MULLIGAN & RISING,
US. KAUNE a GO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Where Prices are Lowest
n

License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone,

66-6-

I

JO Red.

Next Door to Postoffice,

o3
A3

gr3

George W. Armijo of the corporation
who has hart a round or
two with the rheumatism, is able to
be about with the aid of a cane.
John
Auditor
Former Traveling
on
.Toerns is going to Alamogordo
district court matters and from there
may go to Tuctimcari on the Buchanan
case.
D. T. Hoskins, a member of the
state penitentiary board left the city
last evening for his home in Las Veens after attending the session of the
board last Saturday.
Dr. A. J. Casner returned Saturday'
evening from a two weeks' trip to Chi
cago and other eastern points, most
.01'
the time of which he was on the
road fighting blizzards.
Judge Edward A. Mann, of Albu
querque, arrived in the capital last
night and registered at the Palace.
J idge Mann is here on businesfT before the supreme court.
Fidel Ortiz, chairman of the board
of county commissioners of Sun Miguel
county, arrived in the city Saturday
afternoon from his home in Las Vegas and is visiting his brother.
Attorney Francis 12. Wood of the
firm of Marron and Wood, of Albuquerque, is in the city to attend the
session of the supreme
court that
convenes at 2 o'clock this afternoon.
Superintendent Alvan N. White, returned last evening from St. Louis
where he attended the superintendent's department of the National Educational Association which met last
week.
Rev. Father A. Collier was in Santa
Fe the first of this week a day or so.
While in the capital city he called on
Governor
of
McDonald, Secretary
State Lucero and other state officials.
Sierra County Advocate.
Mrs. Orrin A. Foster, who, with hor
husband, owns and publishes the Las
Cruces Citizen, was in Albuquerque
yesterday to confer with W. H. Andrews, one of the aspirants for I'nited
States Senator from New Mexico.
Albuquerque Journal.
A. H. Long loft this afternoon for
Santa Fe, from which place he will
go to Rosa, Rio Arriba county, where
he will locate permanently.
Mr. Long
has been in Las Vegas several days
visiting his father, Judge E. V. Long.
Las Vegas Optic.
.1. S. Mactavish was in
Socorro yesterday morning between trains on his
way home from a trip up the road. He
was accompanied to Magdalena
by
State Engineer Charles D. Miller and
The party
Engineer Merriweather.
expected to go on at once over the
route of the proposed extension
of
the good road from Magdalena to the
Arizona line near Springerville.
Socorro Chieftain.
Senator W. H. Andrews will arrive
ir Santa Fe on Thursday being unavoidably detained in Albuquerque.
Mayor H. O. Bursum of Socorro, will
arrive in Santa Fe on Thursday, to attend the state convention.

for Safe Quality.

NO PROFIT ON THE

Washington, D. C, March 4 The
Senate Judiciary Committee today or
dered a favorable report on the nomination of Mahlon Pitney of ev Jersey to he associate justice of the supreme court of the United States.
Postmasters as Politicians.
Washington, D. C, March 4. The
resolution, apparently aimed at President Taft, would urge an inquiry into
reports that ten nominations for postmasters in North Carolina, recently,
were withdrawn by the President to
influence politicians in that state.
The inquiry, probably by a
of the Senate postoffice committee, also would be directed to as-

certain whether postmasters are being threatened with removal if they
fail to give their support to certain
candidates and whether postoffice inspectors are being sent through the
country as political emissaries.
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MRS. LINDBART

r cimnission,

PERSONAL MENTION

M.

GOOD ENOU

Milliner
1

'

FOR US!

25 Palace Avenue

Style isn't style when it has no foundation on quality materials, when it is not expertly tailored into the garment. In all
lines of endeavor there is always one man or firm that is by
all acknowledged supreme, preeminent. Every good dresser
recognizes the supremacy of the ROYAL TAILORS. Paste
may serve the purpose of good'diamonds, but cotton will not

political activity."
Lewis declared that his reprimand
was due entirely to his support of the;
former President and charged in retaliation that Alabama "was seething
with political activity" in behalf of
President Taft.
Letter Attacks President.
At Mr. Bristow's request, the clerk
began reading the letter, but had not
proceeded far when Senator Gallinger
He declared it to be an
objected.
"extraordinary proceeding," and said
the reading of letters criticizing the
President should not be tolerated by
the Senate.
Senator Brislow then called for the
letter and read it himself, the Senate
giving careful attention.
The writer
especially charged activity in behalf
of President Taft by Truman H.
postmaster at Birmingham. The,
resolution was addressed to the com-- ;
mittee on contingent expenses.
Citizenship for Porto Ricans.
Washington, D. C, March
The;
House today passed a bill granting;
citizenship to the people of Porto
Rico. The measure will now go to
the Senate.

take the place of wool in yout suit.

"
That's good Indian for the man who discovers, after it is too
late, that his clothes are part cotton. Poor fellow He knows
the rain will spot the fabric a wetting will put the shape all
out. Don't get stuck that way. Buy ROYAL TAILORED
!

They will not shrink on your back.

CLOTHES.

Form-fittin-

shape-retaininEVERY THREAD GUARANTEED TO
Prices as cheap
BE WOOL OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED.
as you are paying for half cotton.

and

g.

A

Suit for $18.00 you have been paying $22.50 for

A

Suit for $25.00 any man might be proud of

A

Suit for $30.00 will make the ladies take notice

ALLEGED DYNAMITERS MUST
GO TO INDIANAPOLIS.

A

Suit for $35.00 you would pay $75.00 for on Fifth Av.

(By Ppcclal Lcupcd Why to Now Mexican)
Milwaukee, Wis., March 4. William
L. Reddin and German G. Seiffert, officials of the Milwaukee Iron Workers
Union, will be removed to Indiuna for
trial in the alleged dynam'iting con- of
spiracy, federal Judge Sanborn
Madison, today having overruled their
contention that if they had committed
ar offense it was committed in Wis
consin, not in Indiana.
Judge Sanborn hela that every ship
ment of nitroglycerine by Ortie
or the McXamaras. was
chargeable also to all the other per
sons in the alleged conspiracy.
"So the offense, if any," he said,
"'.vas committed in Indiana, aTthougli
it also may have been in other states.
The most convenient place for trial,
from the standpoint of all the defendants, is in the district of Indiana.Therefore, those defendants
should
stand trial there, with the others, unless they have the right, under the
censtitution, to be discharged from

FOR HONEST PRICES

THE MASTER TAILORS.

YOurrYOU

Will lose money

AGAIN

if vou do so

Complete Modern Home of Five Rooms and Bath, with
basement, ample closet room, china cupboard, etc.
For sale at a BARGAIN. Owner will consider lease

For further information

during legislative term.
apply to

B. HAYWARD,

JOSEPH

arrest here."

Room

MANAGER,

8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

RESULT OF HORSE
RACES
(By .Special

Iasrd Wire

AT JUAREZ.
to Now Mexican)

Juarez, Mexico, March .4 Weathoj'
clear, track fast. First race, four furlongs. E Palomar, 15 (Selden), 7 to

Black-eye1. first.
Susan (Gross), 8
to 1, second.
King Stalwart, 115
(Hoffman), C to 1, third. Time, 473-5- .
Santa Call, Philopena, I See It, Old
Gibraltar, Dad Stearns, and Field ran.

Uo To Date
S

Embtotdeties and Insertions
Here you will find what you want without going out of town. Don't miss the

DR. COOK AT THE NORTH POLE

ELKS' THEATRE TONIGHT.
An audience that fillet! the Elks'
Theatre to the doors witnessed the
big vaudeville and picture show at
last night's performance. Everyone
of the three n w pictures shown was
excellent, and the Cliffords in their
two vaudeville Acts, "Homze and
Lena," and "The Newlyvoi!.;,'' were
received with enthusiastic applause.
Tonight the "20th Century Kids"
will again appear for the last time of

this engagement.
A great ed optional trsei

f.::' tonight
will be the sensational ferura jiictute,
"The Truth About the Nortu Pole." in
two reels of moving pictures and thirty slides of scenes in caj arctic region
taken by Dr. Cook on hia journey to
the pole.
Brown of harvard, the famous college drama, a splendid picture portrayal of this great story will also be
shown.
No one should miss seeing this extra fine program, interesting, entertaining and historical.
No change in admission price.

:

ADOLF

SELIGiN

DRY

STRICTLY NEW

'""trj,.

GOODS

JUST RECEIVED,

GO.

A CARLOAD

OF NEW FURNITURE

The newest article in the Furniture Line. See the window
display and step in the store and see the full
assortment. It will do you good.

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

NEW GOODS
SPRING MILLINERY

post-offic-

MISS

on

it

GUM FURNITURE

MUGLER,

JAMES

C. McCONVERYj

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
415 Palace Avenue.

Phone. Black 204.

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
pay for, by having it right where you are using t. It saves
vour light bill and
e?vc. Our display rooms are open
i

A

display NOW ON.

en

id
B

;

You

d

k

W. N. TOWNSEND

r--

Q.

s

g

1

Pernicious Political Activity.
The resolution created a stir and HATS, FLOWERS, CHIFFONS,
MA LINES, RIBBONS, SILKS, ETC.
there was an intimation that federal
officeholders,
friendly to Theodore Also have Crochet Threads, SlipMr.
Roosevelt were being harassed.
and
Bristow presente da letter from Post- per Cotton, Embroidery Silk,
of
assortment
fine
a
Stamped
at
R.
master George
Bessemer,
Lewis,
Eme Goods for French and Eyelet
Ala., addressed to W. J. Marls, a
inspector. Lewis is a supporter broidery, etc.
of Mr. Roosevelt and the letter was
A.
written in response to one reprimandin
Southeast
of Plaza.
him
for
ing
engaging
"pernicious

LAMP-I- TS

ETA

SAVES TH3.

for your

inspection, and we have the fines line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
the idea thgt these lamns are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give th maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY WASHINGTON STREET.
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. X. If.
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Louis Rocky

Pacific Railway

Company.

QENERAL OFFICES
(Read Down)
i
!!
Miles
pm
a iu i
40
05

2"

1911

(Read

STATIONS

12

20

Lv.. Den Moines. N. M...Ar
Humaldu
I'ednmn
Oapuliu

0

rp)

4
3
3
3
8
2
2
1

chairman; W. G. Sargent, secretary,
John Joerns, F. W. Clancy and Anto-

00
50

nio Lucero,

members.
Quorum being present, the meeting
VUii
was called to order by Chairman Mc5lJ
Tbmnr.n
9 10
Donald.
Uuunlniz.juiu
9 35
...Ollftoo HouseN.M
On motion duly carried the Board
10! ft)
Ar
Lv
1
Raton, N. M,
took a icess until 2 o'clock p. m.
2 30
.Lv
Ratou.N.M
Ar 10 16
2 47
.. Clifton House N' M
9 49
Afternoon Session.
3 07
4a
SPreston
.,
9 32
as
Present
3 45
upon morning session.
55
.Koebler Junction.
8 55
Quorum being present the meeting
.. Koehler..
9 06
4 IS
was called to order by Chairman Mc68
...Tdolfax...
8 20
1 43
76
.. Oerrosoao.
8 02
Donald.
5 00
82
. .,CHwrou.
Ar
1
45
..Lv
t5 10
The following resolution was offered
.. Ar a to
Lv.... . Otraarrou..
6 35
S IS
Nash
6 27
5 2S
and, on motion duly seconded, adopt.... Harlan
6 17
S45
94
ed:
Uts Pari, N. M...Lv
6 00
5.P m
"Resolved, that all railroad property
Tconnects at Colfax with E. V. & S W. Ry. train both North and South,
shall be and is hereby valued for asf Stage for Van Houten, X. M.. meets trains at Preston, N. M.
sessment purposes on a mileage batDaily except Sunday.
Daily except Saturday.
sis, which valuation shall be based
.eaves uie rant, in. m., for Elizabethtown, X. M, at 9:00 a. m.
daily upon and include right of way, road
,MitK ouuaays. tare --'.oo one way, $3.50 round trip; fifty pound
.
bed, track,
wyes, side traeks
carried free.
sidings, spurs,
C. & S. train leaves De Moines X.
telegraph
for
M.,
the south at 11:11 p. rn., ar- and
telephone lines actually owned
uvea Hum me soutn at 4:33 a. m.
by the road, station
L. C. WHITE
grounds, buildJ. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
ings, reading room buildings, eating
v. P. G. M.,
Superintendent.
G. P. Agent
houses, hotel buildings, round houses,
ice houses, machine shops, land used
for water supply, tie treating plants,
pipe lines, coal shutes, water tanks,
stationery engines, stock yards, and
all buildings, superstructures and improvements of every kind whatsoever,
and shall include, also, engines, passenger coaches, freight cars, way cars,
cabooses, hand cars, velocipedes
and general supplies of all kinds;-coalfuel of all kinds, tools, implements, machinery and appliances of
Alberta, British Columbia, California, Idaho, Nevada,
all kinds and generally, personal prop
of all kinds used for railroad pur
erty
Oregon and Washington Points
poses, except as specifically valued be
low."
On motion it was ordered that the
following valuations be, and the same
are, hereby placed for assessment
purposes for the year 1912 on the va
&
rious railroads subject to taxation,

.

1

7

8

RATON NEW MEXICO.

In elTect Dec, 31st

.

: u

PROCEEDINGS OF BOARD OF
EQUALIZATION.
February 26th, 1912.
Morning Session.
The State Board of Equalization met
pursuant to adjournment at the Capitol Building in the City of Santa
Ke, at the hour of 10 o'clock, a. m.,
for the purpose of placing values upon
the
different classes of property
throughout the State of New Mexico.
Present: Governor W. C. McDonald,

&

4

11

16
20
25
31
42
49

35

.

SO

15
05
45
25
55
30

.

.

1

V

' . i

ouc

MONDAY,

$2,530.00.
On the El

On range stock cattle south of the
Paso & Southwestern 35th parallel, per head $11.00.
Railroad, on its main line from ArizoOn cattle other L.an range stock,
na line to the Texas line, per mile per
head, not less than $20.00
$8,625.00.
On common goats, per head $1.00.
On its main line from Hermanos to
On improved
Angora goats, p'r
head $1.50.
Deming, per mile $4,025.00.
On its
On sheep, per head $1.50.
Dawson and Tucumcari
On burros, per head $2.00.
branch, per mile $5,750.00.
On the Chicago, Rock Island and El
On swine, per head $3.00.
Paso Railroad, on its main line, from
BANKS.
Santa Rosa, to the Texas line, per
The board recommends that banks
mile $9,315.00.
and trust companies be assessed at
On the Alamogordo and Sacramento
the rate ot 50 percent of their capital
Railroad, per mile $3,737.o0.
surpius and undivided profits.
All mercantile stocks should be asOn the New Mexico Central Railioau irom santa e to Torrance per sessed on the same basis as banks.
mile $2,0v0.0u.
Telegraphs and Telephones.
On all telegraph lines
All of the above and foregoing va
carrying one
luations are made pursuant to and wire, per mile $63.25.
On each additional wire,
in conformity with the above and fore
per mile
going resolution establishing the me $5.75.
thod of valuing railroad property for
On long distance telephone
compathe purposes of assessment, reference nies carrying one
wire, per mile $25.00
thereto being hereby made as a part
On additional wire, per mile $5.75.
of this order.
On all telephone
for
companies,
Now come the Atchison, Topeka & each telephone
instrument, $15.00.
Santa Fe Railway Company, the Den
The assessed valuation of property
ver & Rio Grande Railroad Company, in
the whole state in the year 1911
the Colorado & Southern

MARCH

4, 1912.

j

Out they come! Light
as a feather delicious,
appetizing biscuit?,
cakes, muffins and hundreds of other inviting
dishes everything just
right. With K C Baking
Powder the results are
sure and certain.
There is no guess-worYou Know beforehand
the family will be pleased
with 3'our efforts. For
when you use
k.

mm

f.fcSFO1

mm

BAKING

Railway was, in round
$60,000,000.00.
Company, the Chicago, Rock Island & The increased figures,
expense incident to the
Pacific Railroad Company, the El Paso
to state government, coupled
and Southwestern Railway Company, change
bake-da- y
troubles disappear like magic and what was
vith the fact that for state purposes,
the Arizona & New Mexico Railway
outside of the revenue to be raised for
formerly a day of doubt is now one of pleasure.
K C Baking
the
Southern
Pacific Rail interest on
Company,
Powder safeguards the health of your family by insuring
the
debt
and
for
public
road Company, The Western Union
state institutions, the rate is by the
light, digestible food. And the price is right 25 ounces
Telegraph Company, the Postal Tele- constitution
for 25 cents.
limited to a tax levy of
graph-CablThe
Mountain
Company,
four
States Telephone & Telegraph Com- the mills, making it imperative that
the C
Book
valuation should be increased to
pany, and protest against this body about
$80,000,000.00. The assessed vaThe K C Cook's Book, containing 90 tested, easily-mad- e
taking any action at this time having luation of
recipes,
railroad, telegraph and tesent
for its object the valuation or revalua
vpon receipt of the colored certificate packed in
lephone property will under the va
tion of the property of the said
cans. Send it today.
luations fixed by this board be increa
road, telegraph and telephone
' 22
sed from about $15,000,000.00 to about
Mfg.
panics.
$19,000,000.00 and the valuation
of
And for the grounds of such protest,
other property should be increased in
state, that under the law, the propThese increases must neerty of railroad, telegraph and tele- proportion.
cessarily depend upon the action of tion of the constitution above men- News
phone companies can be valued for
Company sold Friday through
taxation only by the Board of Equaliza- county assessors and boards of county tioned. We most heartily recommend A. W. Pollard to Ira O. Wetmore, 14
tion at a meeting beginning on the commissioners. As a guide to those of- - the passage of a law by the incoming blocks in the Deming Land and Water
se ond Monday of January of each ficers and with a view to creating an legislature whereby the output oi coal, Company addition, receiving for the
approximate basis for the action of mineral and timber shall be taxed at same $7,500. O. H. Cooper sold
year; and,
Friday
this board in equalizing assessments its valuation at the place of its pro- to C. F.
That a meeting of the Board of Equa
Berry lots 16 and 17, block 48,
between counties, it is estimated that duction, on the same basis as other consideration $600. J. M.
lization whose members were holding
Cobb, forlie valuation of property in each property 'is assessed. We believe that merly of
Midland, Texas, bought Fritheir places by appointment under the
county, outside of. and not inclnriin? this method of assessment would very day, through Rogers and White, 10
authority of the territory and which ailroad,
telegraph and telephone pro materially increase the revenue of the acres from San Schwing one mile east
had not been superseded by the State
l.oard of Equalization, was duly held perty, must not be less than the state, and as the state grows and pros- of town, consideration $750. G. M.
pers it would be an ever increasing re- Sadler, who has been a steady investor
at Santa Fe, N. m, in the office of the amounts in the following list:
Bernalillo
in Mimbres Valley land for the last
venue.
$5,500,000.00
On the Eastern Railway of New said Board, on the sec6nd Monday of Chaves
years, has just purchased
5,700,000.00
On motion duly made and seconded three
and
the
1912,
January,
on
of
property
that portion of the "Belen
Mexico,
Colfax
through R. L. Miller, 560 acres of
5,000,000.00
the
board
then
saitl
to
telerailroad,
and
adjourned
Cut Off" now subject to taxation, per
subject
telegraph
deeded land from Dr. Darracott eleven
1,900,000.00
the call of the chairman.
phone companies was at said meeting Curry
mile $12,000.00.
miles east of Deming in Lewis Flat.
uona
.
Ana
3,250,000.00
W. C. MCDONALD,
un its mam line from the Carlsbad duly valued for purposes of taxation
This deal is the largest one so far reEddy .. ..
3,000,000.00
for
the
current
Chairman.
nineteen
hundred
to
year
the Texas line, per
depot north,
corded this month. Robert A. CrawGrant . . . .
3,500,000.00
Attest:
and twelve.
aiiie $5,750.00.
ford, of Coshocton, Ohio, took an opGuadalupe
1,500,000.00
G.
W.
SARGENT,
Agricultural Lands.
On its mam line from its Carlsbad
tion on several lots before leaving
wcoin
1,725,000.00
On agricultural lands in actual culSecretary.
for California Friday, and Mrs.
here
uepui soma, to tne Texas line, per
'"na
1,000,000.00
tivation with permanent water rights
mile $:, 737.50.
Crawford filed on 320 acres of land in
McKinley
1,200,000.00
REAL
under
ESTATE
DEALS
ditch, artesian wells or pumpOn the Arizona & New Mexico Rail
the neighborhood
of Carne.
The
ilora
1.250,000.00
IN WINDMILL CITY. Cradfords
way l ompany, on its main line from ing plants, not less than $25.00 per otel'
to return here shortexpect
1,750,000.00
the Arizona line to Hachita, per mile acre.
ly and enter into business in Deming.
2,325,000.00
On agricultural lands actually in cul- Quay
State Senator Laughren Has Sold
Mrs. Ed Wheelock who came here
$C,G12.50.
Rio
Arriba
1,100,000.00
a year ago died
More Lots First Two Months
un the Atchison, Topeka & Santa tivation without
permanent water Roosevelt
Friday morning. Her
1,550.000.00
Than All of Last Ysar.
husband was communicated with bv
re Kauway Company, on its main line rights, and on agricultural lands ac- Sandoval
750,000.00
wire, and is now on his way here. The
from its Albuquerque depot north to tually in cultivation, known as tem- San
Juan
1,700,000.00
Deming, N. M., March 4. Real es- remains are being prepared for shipthe Colorado line, per mile $12,075.00. poral lands, or cultivated under the San
Miguel
tate and the building trades in Dem- ment to Hot Springs, Ark. The fun4,500,000.00
0
dry farming system, not less than
On its main line from its
Santa Fe
are showing increasing activity. eral services will take place at the
2,600,000.00
ing
aore.
shall
per
include
(This
Santa Sicri'a
depot south to Belen, per mile
C. ,T. Laughren, one of the
1,300,000.00
Fe Railroad lands in Curry county.)
largest
parlors Sunday morning.
Sot'01'r
holders of city real estate, states that
On agricultural lands which
2,750.000.00
R. E. Cameron and wife have reare
On its main line from Belen depot to
he
T;ls
has
sold
more
lots
1,000,000.00
since the turned from an extended trip through
city
unufi uitcn or pumping plants, or in
Rincon, per mile $S,050.00.
Torrance
1,000,000.00
first of the year than he sold during the east.
On its main line from Rincon south artesian districts and can be irrigated lT'lion
J. H. Montgomery and A. T. Montthe entire year of 1911. Other dealers
3,000,000.00
therefrom, but are not being cultivatto Texas line per mile $7,187.50.
Valencia
in real estate make similar statements. gomery of Pittsburg, Pa., are in Dem1,100,000.00
ed, not less than $10.00 per acre.
On its main line from Rincon
to
The valuation of $60,000,000.00
in One firm interested in renting resi ing prospecting.
On bearing orchard lands, not less
Deming, per miie fO.900.00
the year 1911 is believed to be less liences state that
J. L. Wright of Silver City, is here
than
acre.
$10.00
they could rent
per
On its Silver City branch, per mile,
of the actual value of forty cottages within a week if they on business.
Where conditionr warrant, the local than
$5,9S0.OO.
D. W. Varboroueh,
in New Mexico. The law re- had them to rent.
of Bakersfield.
On its Whitewater and Santa Rita taxing authorities are directed to place property
H. G. Bush will begin the erection Calif., is here on business.
quires that property should be asseson
values
lands
a
at
agricultural
branches, per mile $1,025.00.
of a $7,000 residence unon lots 13 pnri
higher value in proportion as based sed at its real value, and it is greatly
On its Lake Valley branch,
per on the
14. block 23. Pacific Imnrovemnr nrl.
tnat
regreuea
should
there
be
such
locality and quality.
mile $3,450.00.
general disregard of the requirements dition, within the next few weeks. He!
Lands.
Grazing
On
its Socorro and Magdalena
EDITORIAL
FLUSHES
On grazing lands with stock water o'. the law. While there has been lately purchased these lots from A. W.
blanch, per mile $4,312.50.
Pollard.
H. H. Kelly, cashier of the
since
the
1905
an
year
va
in
increase
or
well
thereon,
On its Santa Fe and Lamy
otherwise, so locat
branch, ed as to by
utilize the privileges of gra luation of a little over $20,000,000.00, Deming National bank, has bought
per mile $4,000.00.
Gable's Report.
yet it is undoubtedly tr ie that the per. lots 11 and 12, in the same block and
On its Ceriillos Coal
Railroad" zing upon government lands, per acre, centage of valuation
addition, and will begin the erection
Through the kindness of Game
has
decreased
51.50.
branch, per mile $3,450.00.
of a home thereon within a short Warden Gable this office has received
On tracts of grazing lands, held in steadily during the last twelve or fifOn its Las Vegas
Hot Springs
time. Mrs. Harper, of Silver City, a copy of his report for
.
teen
The
years.
alternating sections with government
branch, per mile J2.300.0fl.
report is gotten out in book form, and
With anything approximating a true purchased Friday, through the
30
acre.
lands,
per
rents.
On its Blosburg branch, per mile
Co., lots 21
24 contains a number of fine scenes in
On grazing lands other than above valuation of property in accordance inclusive
block
the mountains of this state, together
Pacific
N,
with
the
tax
law,
total
rate for all
ra.es shail be in the same
On its Hebron
with wild game pictures, and a combranch, per mile specified
state purposes, limited by the consti- provenient Company addition,
propc-tioII
G.
1,025.00.
Bush, and will begin the erec- plete statement of game conditions in
tution
to
ten
would
These
not
mills,
to
are
rates
tn
anulv
binds
equal tion thereon of two bungalows within the state. It is a
vyu icimiuai lacmues, lands, supervaluable book. San
one half of mat rate. The total numsixty days, for rent. The Herald Juan County Index.
Miucuires ana improvements of all suitable or valuable only for grazing. ber of
sheep and cattle on the tax
Timber Lands.
kinds in the City of Albuquerque, in
On timber lands west of the Rio rolls of the whole state is less than
ciuaing tne sliops, fixtures, machinery Grande
of the number actually in
river, within ten miles of a
uu materials, ueretotore assessed to
existence. The total amount of merthe Santa Fe Pacific Railway Co., and railroad, per acre $7.00.
On timber lands east of the Rio chandise assessed in the whole state,
now the property of the Atchison, To
as shown by the tax rolls, is not
Grande river, within ten miles of a
equal
peka & Santa Fe Railway Co., $1CG
to the actual value of the stocks of
per acre $4.50.
ju.uu. (ibis does not include free
On all other timber lands, more merchandise in any two of the
f
hold leases, which shall be assessed
dozen largest cities in the state.
than ten miles from a railroad,
to the tenants occupying the
per
same.)
Large amounts of real estate escape (From Daily New Mexican of Friday, Trade that is securing a 100 acre tract
un terminal facilities, lands, super acre $2.25.
March 4, IS87.)
all taxation whatever and
south of the city for the U. S. Indian
Coal Lands.
practically
structures ana improvements nf nil
A furious
feud has broken out Industrial School has run
On coal lands within ten miles of all of the really valuable lands are
against a
kinds in the city of Las Vegas. $69.any operated railroad, per acre $30.00. assessed at a very small fraction of among the Democrats because of the snag in the case of Guadalupe Sanuou.uu.
nomination
by President Cleveland of chez, whose Lttle strip of land is
On coal lands more than ten miles their actual value.
On the terminal facilities,
lands, su from a railroad, per acre $12.50.
It is the purpose of this board to re- James M. Trotter, a negro, to be re needed, but he will not part with it
perstructures and improvements of all
By the words "coal lands" as here medy this condition of affairs at the gister of deeds for the District of Co- for love of money although
twenty
kinds in the city of Raton, $40,250.00.
used there are included all lands earliest practical aate, but since its or- lumbia.
times its value has been offered him
On the Santa Fe Pacific Railway Co
Rufus Blodgett, Democrat, was elec- by public spirited citizens.
from its eastern terminus west to the purchased from the United States as ganization there has not been time for ted U. S. Senator
by the New Jersey
coal lands, all lands which are classi- it to accumulate sufficient detailed
Despite Lent the Thirteen Club
New
line, per
mile, fied as coal lands by the United States information to make
legislature.
gave an enjoyable hop at the Post
general, sweeping
?i,L'U0.00.
Roxana
Mrs.
Druse was hanged at hall tonight. The elite of the town
The Santa Fe Pacific Railway Co., Geological Survey and all lands which changes, which must be made, how- Herkimer N Y., for the murder of
her was present.
are more valuable for coal deposits ever, if the law is to be observed, and
on its lots and town nronertv in tho
the danger of a deficit in the state re- husband
Santa Fe needs more modern dweltherein
than
for
reason.
other
any
town of Galltin N M ssitq 17
War is threatened between Germany lings and storerooms.
And all coal lands which have been venues made impossible.
On the Colorado and Southern Rail
and
France unless the latter dismis
If the assessors and commissioners
The A. T. & S. F. should establish
developed to the point of actual opea
o., on its main line, per mile
as coal mines or to the point of the various counties will properly ses General Boulanger as minister of an
ration
i.eket office.
7,475.00.
Editorial.
with this board, and in- war.
un tne Southern Pacific Railwav of possibility of such actual operation cooperate
The Maine senate passed a woman's
ought to be assessed at proportionate crease valuations to figures hereinbe"The property of the defunct AlbuCompany, on its main line, per mile
fore indicated, it will be possible for suffrage amendment to the constitu querque Journal was sold at
ly higher rates.
auction
$13,800.00.
tne tax rate for local county purposes tion to be submitted to the people.
Mineral Lands and Mines.
on Wednesday last to satisfy the mortOn the Denver and Rio Grande Rail
to be considerably reduced,
All mineral lands and
Through sieepers are to be put on gages of its creditors. J. G. Albright
which
patented
a j ..u., on its main line, per mile
will tend greatly to relieve the tax by the Rio Grande between Santa Fe of the Democrat
mines, not less than $15.00 per acre.
purchased the pres$4,025.00.
The valuations
and Denver and the standard gauging ses and
printing material. The prevu ua main line irom Antonito to of lands in the placed upon all kinds payers.
of
road
the
It is a very noticeable fact, and one
is only e matter of a sent manager of the New Mexican
foregoing schedule are
uurango, per mile $1,600.00
intended to apply to, and are hereby that has been frequently commented short time.
founded the Journal in 1S80 and conOn its main line from Duranen to
made applicable to, and to include all on, that city propertf in some locali
The
Nebraska
ducted it during the greater part of
a
legislature
passed
rai.iungton, per mile $1,600.00
land grants and other tracts of land. ties in the state has not been assessed bill
making gambling and even betting the first year of its existence being
On the line of railroad
and
connecting
such grants as classified by this in proportion to other
with the Denver Sr Rin
property, and as little as a five cent piece, a felony then the principal owner of the plant.
ot board shall be
segregated as far as we recommend that the assessing au- punishable with penitentiary sentence. It started out under the most favor
Lumberton, running from El Vadn tn
possible into the respective acreage of thorities of the different counties raise
Editor Hobart of the Railway Age able auspices and bade fair to be a
Lumberton. ner milo .tn in
each class by the assessing authori tne assessment of this class of prop- at Chicago is at Las
At
On the line of railroad
Vegas Hot permanent and paying institution.
connecting ties of the county and shall be asses erty to correspond with other assess- Springs in a
car.
the close of the year 1S80 It had paid
special
wan tne Denver & Rln rj,...,wL
at sed at the valuation
acre specified ments.
Senator Perea and M. S. Otero were a profit of 33 per cent on the money
Lumberton, running from Edith to in the classification per
In order to comply with section one in the city
this
board, for
by
yesterday. Mr. Perea was invested in it."
Lumberton, per mile $500.00.
each particular class.
of Article eight of the Constitution of one of the few senators who
"Mr. Vicente Mares, and gentlemen
dared to
On the El Paso & Northeastern
El
the State of New Mexico, we must res- do what was right
Live Stock.
of the oi the territorial grand jury: The
Paso & Rock Island Railroad on its
regardless
On
press cannot be muzzled, and you will
nam line from the Texas line north $12.50. range stock horses, per head pectfully urge the assessors of the dif- wishes of nepotic influence.
ferent counties to make all possible
s
The building of the Santa Fe
sooner or later come to the same con
to Santa Rosa, per mile
$9,200.00.
On saddle ponies, per head $20.00.
effort to have the valuation for taxaCanon means nothing less than clusion."
On its water
lands
located in
right
All other horses and mules shall be tion equal and uniform.
that it is heading straight for Santa
'The present territorial administra
Lincoln county, to be valued as simiassessed at the same nereentairo nf
We would suggest the enactment of Fe and from here will strike west tion by
spreading lies and libels about
lar lands in the same vicinity.
the actual values as other classes of a law granting authority to the State across the Cliff
Dwelling section to the people of New Mexico, does all in
On its Jicarilla branch,
per mile property in the same location.
Board of Equalization to remove any Gallup, leaving Albuquerque on a its power to retard immigration. And
$2,300.0.
On range stock cattle north of tha assessor who is delinquent in his
nevertheless it has the cheek to .call
duty branch line.
On Its Capitan branch, per mile 35th
in neglecting to comply with the sec
parallel, per head $12.00.
The committees of the Board of itself a reform administration."
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Colonist Fares
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:FROM:

All

Stations on the Denver

Rio Grande

ON SALE DAILY

LIBERAL
STOPOVERS.
For information as to rates, reservations, etc., call on
or write your local ticket agent or W. D. Shea, T., F. & P.
A., Santa Fe, New Mexico.

A

i

K

Coo's

it's FREE.

free

25-ce- nt

Jaques

Co., Chicago

,

$1.-5-

New MexLo Military

J
is

Send for

.

March 1st to April 15th

h

e

Institute

i

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

!

The

West Point of th Southwest"
Ranked by United States War
as "Distinguished
Institution." Army officers detailed by Wai
Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
lite. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of SVutl
feet above Bea level, sunshine every
(Jay, but littie rain or snow during th
Beason.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON. Vice Fret.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
--
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talogues address:
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DeCLOVV,

America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Removing His Business to New Mexico.

I am
arranging- to change my business location from Cedai
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am
tripping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 15
1912, being my first consignment. I would like to
with
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks correspond
or Full Blood
Mares. I can aiso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors
W. DeCLOW.
Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar
Rapids la
I have
secured a
ra
-

te
recently
special
jacks at lower rates than ever befo re.

express by which I can ship
can bhip Jacks from Cedar Rap-Idla, to Albuquerque, N. M, for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
each, and can reach other points at c orresponding rates.

S3
EES

Colonist

Rates
TO

CALIFORNIA
FROM

$25.00

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
ON SALE DAILY,
March 1st to April 15th, 1912,
Low Rates to the Northwest.
SEE ANY SANTA FE AGENT FOR
PARTICULARS.

H.S.LljTZ,At

i

,

T

...

SANTA FE, N. M

Quarter of a Century

rail-rea-

by
I

s,

FOR SALE A lot of second hp.nd
belting, hangers, pulleys, and shafting; one 12 horse power and one
horse power Leffel Engine, .Irst cla-- s
condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable ot
75 pounds of
steam, pas? :.j upon by
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
Piping and valves; a ,0 gallon i;iso-Hntank, with other sundry items.
Any of these items wili be sold
cheap
" men ai once, it inte'vsi'e.l
the New Mevici
Printing Company, Santa Fe, New Mexico
e

Commencement
Programs
The
New Mexican Printing
Company have
received the new samples of embossed
and engraved commencement
program
covers. The line is beautifully
gotten
up with the latest patterns and designs. Samples will be mailed upon
request to any one interested. Make1
your selections early.
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TAKING SCHOOL
TO THE SHOP
School Men and

Manufacturers Work Together In

Cincinnati
MODERN

PROBLEM IS SOLVED

Revitalizing Old Apprentice System by Doing Rather Than
Reading.
By William H. Allen, directo:-- , Training School for Public Service and
Bureau of Municipal Research.
(Exclusive Service The Survey Press

Bureau).

has
Bringing shops into schools
been tried for years. We have had
manual training, kitchens and workshops of every description in our
schools. Dean Schneider of the college of engineering, University of Cin-

cinnati characterizes the
half shop method as "taking the
school and the university to the
half-scho-

shops."
To see how this plan worked, I went
recently to Cincinnati. The theory of
sending boys and girls from their
class rooms to work shops where the
passing mark is 100 per cent and not
60 per cent I had heard frequently described. I was convinced. The found
ers and backers of the training school
for public service like the idea. But
to get the manufacturers' side I went
to Cincinnati.
I got it. I was surprised and pleased to find even less
qualified enthusiasm in the manufacturers', business men's and public offi

THE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN", SANTA FE, X.
cials' endorsement of the "half and
half plan than in the convincing
statements by Dean Schneider.
The casual visitor would probably
be disappointed with what he can see
s
about the
and
room method.
The engineers and the
high school boys and girls who are on
the "half and half" plan look just like
other engineers and boys and girls
who get all their education at school.
To see where their course of instruction differs, it was necessary to go to
a large number of shops, with two of
Dean Schneider's instructors, where
men in each of the five years of the
course were seen at work. No living
man could have told which of the
large number of workers in the foun
dry were university men. I thought
perhaps it would be safe to assume
that those doing the greasiest dirtiest
work would not be college men, but
even here I was mistaken. They did
uot even differ from the
men working side by side with them
in the matter of pay, because they
were recovering market value for the
time spent in the shops.
The method is simple. Young John
Smith and Bill Jones wanting to be
engineers register in the University
of Cincinnati.
They go there partly
because they believe thnt this shop
work supplement to school instruction
will earn them better jobs when they
leave school and partly because they
will earn almost enough to pay their
are
way through college. Positions
found for them with a manufacturer.
John Smith works the first week of
September, let us say shovelling sand.
The next Monday he goes up to the
university and listens to lectures, prepares papers, reads text bocks as Bill
did the first week.
He goes back to
the shop the next week, and so on
throughout five years, only that his
job changes several times during ihis
period as he demonstrates his fitness
to a practical foreman.
half-sho-

half-clas-

p

e

THE FORUM
And Sugar.
To the Editor of the New Mexican.
One expects better of the New Mexican than the editorial in Friday evening's issue on the Socialists of ArizoI have not,
na. I am not a Socialist.
as yet, given sufficient study to the
question to justify me in announcing
myself as such; but I know enough
of Socialism to be convinced thnt the
man who does not take the trouble
to inform himself concerning its teachings, is greatly deceiving himself if he
supposes that he can ridicule it out of
existence.
Now, no Socialist takes for his
motto "all within reach, and what is
reached for all," or dreams of demanding "collective ownership of all
property and a distribution among all
when collected." What he does ask
i3 that those buildings, tools, machi-es- ,
etc., etc., used in the production
o
manufactured articles shall be
owned by the State, anu not by individuals, or corporations; a"nd he asks
Socialism,

this in order that the workman may
receive in wages the full value of his
labor. He asks also that all "means
of distribution," that is, railroads,
steamships, etc., be owned by the
State.
If the New Mexican does not like
this idea of "collective ownership by
the people of a., means of production
and distribution," it has a perfect
right to say so; and to show, if it can,
wherein Lis idea is pernicious; bui
it has no manner of right to
(even unintentionally) the
teachings of any body of men, whether
or otherwise.
On the same page, in another column we are gravely told that the
high cost of living is due to extravagance! The trusts have really notlV
ing to do with it. This is certainly
a new idea. It sounds like an echo
from Rockefellers, Jr's Sunday School
Class.
Yours- truly,
JOHN W. HEAL.
The Rectory, March 2nd, 1912.
misre-piese-
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OISTIBHUDIENCE
If
the
bad
you

you

any curioMty about
number of people here who have
coughs just notice the next lime
are at church or in any public
gathering. You will hear schneone
"'.ughing almost all the timWe have said before in this paper
that there is an unusual amount of

bronchial trouble now, and this is
because so many people negiect it.
There is no excuse for letting a
cough hang on for months and years.
The proof of this fact is that a remedy which cures stubborn cases right
along would cure at first if taken
then as it should be.
Mrs. E. B. Millard of Middletown,
N. Y., says "Having used Vinol
for
Tronic bronchitis which I have
foi three or four years I can recommend it highly. It has given me very

satisfactory results."
Take Vinol right away, and it will

Santa Fe, Who Wil
the H ouse.

be the Speaker

of

Various and Tepeated efforts have upon to select eighteen delegates from
been made the past decade or two to said Santa Fe county to represent the
crowd Hon. Roman L. Baca from the Republican party at the state Repubface of the political earth, but they lican convention which is to be held
have always ended In the crowder in the city of Santa Fe on the eighth
being glad to yield. Possibly, Baca's day of March, A. D., 1912, for the purstrength lies in the fact that he sticks pose of selecting a delegation from
to his friends, and it is because that the state of New Mexico to represent
he believes in sticking to his friends, the Republican party of New Mexico
that he promises to be for William at the Republican national convention
Howard Taft, if he should be sent to in the city of Chicago, in June of this
the National Convention at Chicago 6s year.
Now, therefore, be it resolved by
a delegate. He is Santa Fe's choice
lor that honor, the county convention the county Republican convention tit
having unanimously endorsed him. j Santa Fe county that the delegation
Santa Fe county because of the sturdy selected by this convention to represent Santa Fe county at the state conRepublican majority it gave in Novention, be and they are hereby
much
recognivember, deserves that
tion and all it asks is that Mr. Baca directed and Instructed to work and
use all legitimate influence within
be sent to Chicago.
their power to the end of
The following were the resolutions and selecting Hon. Roman nominating
L. Baca to
adopted by the county convention:
be one of the delegates to represent
Whereas, the Republicans of Santa the state of New Mexico at the RepubFe county have been faithful and true lican convention in Chicago, June next
to the principles of Republicanism, for the nomination of candidates for
President and
and,
of the
Whereas this convention Is called United States.
Vice-Preside-

03 J

Year, beginning Mec.

Fi-c- al

Balances
Title of fund or account.

jNov

3(1,

191

Purposes, 59th Fiscal Year
Purposes , oOth Fiscal Year
Purposes, 61st Fiscal Year
Purposes, 62nd Fiscal Year
State Purposes, 0.M Fiscal Year
Institutions. 59th Fiscal Year
Institutions, ooth Fiscal Year
Institutions 61st Fiscal Year
Year
Institutions 02nd
Institutions. 03d Fiscal Year
Cattle Indemnity Fund
Sheep Sanitary i mid
Charitable Institutions
Provisional Indebtedness Bond Sinking Fund
Current Expense Hoods Sinking Fund
Territorial Institutions Bonds, Sinking Fund
Military Institute Bonds, Sinking Fund
Insane Asylum Bonds, sinking Fund
Camino Real Fund
Re Imburse Territorial Instit. Bds Sink id.
Eradication Indemnity Fund

ldur. quarter

,870 00

Fi-c-

:S

to funds

11 a

1.020 00

1.020

4.9IJ0 04
100,547 97
148 71
323 35
1.117 55
0.745 so:
101,740 06

8.749 33

f:

135 82
97 98
3 92
3 04

703
7.417
4.i'.(il
075
508
9,533

2ti:
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73;
42!

Oi;,

51

2 si

,'.109

423 25J
18 889 78;
1.794 on!

7r.i
3,.Mil)
3.094

i
FOR SALE Rhode Island Red eggs
lor si tting. Cali Y',i De Vargas St.

7.919 8o!

223.101

i.

3 921
3 04
10.1-

375 00
390 03
800 89
2.450 01

13.491
231.081

7.470
8,027

11

551 22
411 52
6,149 48
19.133 23

2

47

8.027

14

31

68
20,9)0
1.293
2.7:i0

05 50
25 00

,'iso

AGENTS

4,418
8.810
13,282
21.879
12.715
19.000

14

8sj
57
61

00
47,
00!

.

17o
6 101
3
3,
770
I. .lf)f
721

4.212

.va
411

01

0,149
19.133
5.524
in.oou
0,'Jill

4.il7 is
4.448
4.784
2.181
2,284
2.404

01'
6s;
01

65
47
11
24
00

3

90

72
75
25
79!
23
03!

4,372 20
15 5(l
.78 08

02

8.027
24.98.'!
2,094
7,788
427
II. 107

90

857 90,

1.500 00
3,2o0 00

"'2H0

0,600 OOi
11,195 00
5.026 58
18.094 0

2,o08
4. ;")20
13.239
14,077
9.429

444 1
149 50

81

31,235 01
13,083 92

27.443
7,971
1,600
1,003
3,409

54
44
5,708 73
56
5,108 85;
5,168 07j
5,701

1

ol!

4S
33
70
00
92

0.978

15
43

50 08
1,007 83
11,559 37
9,114 17
17.005 88
482 33
393 30
4

00

87

48
54

00

0'
70;
197 04

9,159 03

18,081 50

875

670
700
83.312
25,095
10,187
2,514
9.725
831

11,217
10,249
10.229
1.709

1,043 85
321 89

ISO 54
759 35
197 36
101) 94
10 00
100 93
10 001
281 31
51 49
153 93
50 03
93 35
107 01
2,183 56!
1.447 81
72 82!
253 35:
045 31

166,16
7 49
166 10
28 81
169 64
30 71
195 03
245 44
2,871 15

2,973 19
53,610 59
11
98
57
24

625 00'

20 00
110,453 4
1,400 52

2

899
991
05
23
65
44
219
82
153

20l 91
20 i ill
201 38
195 03

290
62

2,902 15

3

84

197 01
64 53

4,938
54,913
68
232
11,008
7,793
9,125

342 00

2f,3

,020
110,451
1,400
03
1

03 29
6 21

6

8,149 09

32,541 34
427 07

362 15
118 73
1,313 77
586 18
1 42

10,891 79
302 15
637 0C
424 72

545 90!
300 00
025 00;
025 00;
625 Ob!

625
625
025
179

51

Everybody

I

13,000
427
27

1,189
586

00
00
00
40

00

Total to be accounted for
Payments during quarter

;S

900.286 37
294,102 42

$ 006,183

9:

line.

Wire to New Mexican)

March 4. Entries for
tomorrow:
First race, selling, six furlongs. X Kid North, Nancy Ray, Lily
Paxton, Doltie B, Duchess Philippe,
111.,
Hernito, 109; Santalene,
Lonia, Roberta, fair Louise, Minno-letlClint
112; 111 .Mete, Regards,
Tucker, ill; Metropolitan, li7.
Second race, selling, five and one-half furlongs.
Mary Emily, 100;
Dromi, Acguin, Evelina, IDS.
Por- Third race, selling one mile,
103;
Velsini,
Maniac,
tnrlington,
Charles
105;
Zahra,
Novgorod,
Green, Cameo, Yankee Pooh, 107;
Kiddy Lee, 110.
Fourth race, selling six furlongs.
Royal Tea, 99; X Eye White, 101; Ox-e-l,
John Griffin II., IOC; King Elk,
107; J. H. Reed, 110.
Fifth race, selling one mile. Thistle Rose, 90; Pipe Vision, Flying-Pearl- ,
Misprision, 104; Ocean Queen,

Juarez,

Mex.,

110.

Sixth race, selling seven furlongs.
Tommy Twig, 100; Heretic, 102;
103; Gramercy, Ed Keck, Light
Knight, 105; Dave Montgomery, Wings
oF the Morning, Prince Winter, 108.
X Apprentice allowance.

Fig-en- t,

MARKETKEP0RT
Closing Quotations.
New York, March 4. Call

First State Bank of Las Cruces
First National Hank of Clovis
First National Bank of Gallup
State Bank of Ci mmereeof Clayton
First National Hank of NaraVisa
McKinley County Bank, Gallup

First National Hank of Santa Fe
First National Hank of Las Vegas
First National Hank of Albuquerque

San Miguel National Hunk, Las Vegas
First National Hank of Raton
First National Hank of Roswell
National Bank of Commerce of New Y'ork
Citizens National Bank of Roswell
First National Hank of Clayton
First National Hank of Carlsbad
Silver City National Bank of Silver City
Taos County Bank of Taos, N. M
New Mexico Savings Bank & Trust Co. of Alb , . .
Slate National liank of Albuquerque
First National Bank of Tucumcaii
National Bank of N. M. of Raton
American National Bank of Silver City
First National Bank of Portales
First Ilatlonal Bank of Farmington
Union County Trust and Savings Ass'n Clayton
First National Bank of Santa Rosa
First National Bank of Las Cruces
National Bank of Carlsbad
Bank of Springer of Springer
Demlng National Bank of Denting
Torrance County Loan
Montezuma Trust Co. of Albuquerque
First National Bank of Lordsburg
B'irst National Bank of Alamogordo
Lakewood National Bank of Lakewood
First National Bank of Melrose
Clovis National Bank of Clovis
Texico National Bank of Texico
Bank of Demlng of Demlng
First National Bank of Lake Arthur
First National Bank of Elida
United State9 Bank and Trust Co. of Santa Fe. . .
The Bank of Madalena of Magdalena
Sierra County Bank of Hlllsboro
American National Bank of Roswell
First State Bank & Trust Co., of Roswell
The Capital City Bank of Santa Fe
The Exchange Bank of Carrizozo
First Nat Bk. of Las V., U.S. land sales 5 p. c.Pro
First Nat. Bk. of Tucum. U. S. L. salesS p. c. Pro
1st St. Bk. & T. Co., of Roswell U. S. L. 5 p. c. Pro.
Harris Forbes and Co. of New ork City,..."
The Portales Bank and Trust Co
State National Bank of Albuquerque
U. S. Bank and Trust Co., of Santa Fe

155-7--

Southern
Pacific 1651-4- ;

Total.

Spelter higher

6.371-2-

Grain and Provisions.
Chicago, 111., March 4.
103

Corn
Oats
Pork
Lard
Ribs

July,
May,
May,
May,
May,
May,

71

Lead

4.
.

'
Wheat-M-

ay,

97

July,

71

53; July, 49
15.75.
9.37
40.
8.77

Wool.
4. Wool
St. Loiis, Mo., March
steady. Territory and western mediums, 1 0 (ft 1 8 ; fine mediums, 1517;
fine, 10(M3.
Kansas City.
Kansas City, March 4. Cattle Receipts 6,000, including R0O southerns.
Market steady to 10c higher. Native

southern steers $5
southern cows and heifers
$3.25(55.35; native cows and heifer3
$3(56.50; stockers and feeders $4.25
steers

$5. 50rft 8.50;

(f(6.60;

ifi.50; bulls $3.75(5 5.50; calves $4.50
S;

western steers

$5

7.25;

western

cows $3.255.50.
Market 5o
Receipts 6,000.
Hogs
higher. Bulk of sales $6.206.45;
heavy $6.406.50; packers and butchers $6.3056.50; light $6.0o6.4O; pigs

$4.755.50.
Sheep

strong to

Receipts

11,000.

Market

Muttons $3.505;
lambs $3.25(56.75; fed wethers and
yearlings $45.75; fed ewes $34.50.
5c higher.

Chicago.
Chicago, March 4. Cattle Receipts
20,000.
Market steady. Beeves $5

S.85; Texas steers $4.707; western
steers $5.107.10; stockers and feeders $4.10(5 6.30; cows and heifers $2.25
6.70; calves $68.75.
Hogs
Market
Receipts 50.000.
generally 5c up. Light $6.306.55;
mixed $6.30(56.60; heavy $6.3O6.60;
rough $6.306.40;
pigs $4.206.35;
bulk of sales $6.456.55.
Market
Sheep
Receipts 35,000.
Native $3.254.85; western
steady.
$3.754.90;
yearlings
$4.905.75;
Iambs, native $4.50 7; western $5
7.15.

Butter.
Elgin, 111., March 4. Butter. 30c
firm. Output for the week, 700,000
pounds.
Cotton.
New York, N. Y., March 4. Cotton
006,183 95
spot, closed quiet. Middling uplands,
10.30;
Sales
middling
gulf, 10.60.
3.G00

It

Union
Steel pfd.

Lead and Spelter.
St. Louis, Mo., March

Amount.

6.148
5,115
6.148
3,392
6,148
3,407
6,148
6,149
4.620
12,800
6,149
5,127
6,149
16,303
3,916
6,149
72,076
23,293
15.083
2,900
5,000
21,754
8,289

Pacific 109
Steel 62

10S5-S- .

51

7,lo7

Sil-

ver 5S5-S- ; Mexican
47; Copper
14.2514.50; Tin 43.243.50; Lead
4.050i 4.10; Amalgamated 68
Sugar
11S
Atchison 105
Great Northern 131
New York Central 111
Northern Pacific 1181-8- ; Reading

3.97

7.600
7.039
0.150
6,148
6,148
7,002
1.000
20.852
42,902
24.159
19.905
13.250
5,938
13 253
13,252
13.252
13.252
3,341
540
10.803
13,251
0,148
13,253
10,175
0,148
6.148
13,253
6,149
7.659
6,148
6,148
3,2oO

money

44
dollars

Prime paper

2

5

Disposition of Funds.
508,199 02!
332,087 35

Beautiful

buys.

By Ppccliil

I

S

Hosiery

IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE
TO THE JUAREZ SPORTS.

332,087 358 484,727 00S 484,727 00l$ 294,102 42 $ 606,183 95

138,199 02j

War

Credit given. Write for exclusive
Hosiery Mills,
territory. Triple-Wea- r
Franklin and Girard Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. Mention in answering
this advertisement. Dept. M. 21.

1

5

-

Triple-

107
218 30;
144 78

199 80
234 38
1.000 00

361 05

TYPEWRP FERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Ne
Ribbons and su
platen furnished.
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewrites guaranteed. Santa Fe Typewriter E
change. Phone 231.

Tne best paying proposition ever of- fe:ed guaranteed for six months.
Write for special offer 0 pair FREE.

2(1;

15
4,308 33

92!
S5
54
00
141 35
2,705 02
793 94

23u

20,'ioo
0,880
1.94S
019
10.509

611,

24.9.13

91
S5
33

FOR SALE Oak sideboard
and
Call afternoons between 1
and
o'clock, Capital Mill. Mrs. M.
Ki m .uei', (ailisteo Si., Santa Fe.
.",

120 00;

5.907 (I'.i
0,185 09

-

I'urni: .ire.
319
284

0.8H4 31
8.035 80
14.030 55

9 198 33

9
FOR RENT Rooms finely
ujshed or suitable for house keeping
jcMUially located.
Apply New Mexi- can.

22 4t
21 20

0.338 33

0.022

176
11,047
7,793
8.925

.145

97 9S

120 00'

3,310
13,070
2.880
2,194
980
1,741
J. 090
2.517
10.118
13,723
9,986
10.51S
837
433
090
75.153
19.967
0.008
3.515
7,480
1.027
0,049
5,081
19.151
1,700
317

04
0,o22 M
50
219 47

1.503
4.194

17f 04
4.1 Si 80
5.27".

FOR SALE 9 room house, Capital
Hiil. Mrs. M. Krueger, Galisteo St.,
Santa Fe. Cash or time.

.",09

933
4 tO

34

itzUi.

j

..453

l.i.491 00

.FOR BENT Three or six room
house Willi furniture or not. D. S. Low- -

'.
.

375 00

,.3.;9

32,070 19
1,225 23

375 00
390 03
sou 80:
2,450 01

00

'.

6,745 su
101,740 0,

2.730 13
452 OS
2".

. .

t.'.mO 04
109.042 97j
148 71
323 35
1,147 55

0.720

"ill!

Many Cathartics Tend to Cause Injury
to the. Bowels.
If you are subject to constipation,
you should avoid strong drugs end
cathartics. They only give temporary I certify the foregoing statement to be true and correct.
relief and their reaction Is harmful
O. N. Makron,
and sometimes more annoying than
State Treasurer.
constipation.
They in no way effect
a cure and their tendency is to weak1912
en the already weak organs with
Santa Fe, N. M., March, 1st,
which they come in contact.
We honestly believe that we have
the best constipation treatment ever
devised. Our faith in it is so strong
that we sell it on the positive guarantee that it shall not cost the user a
cent if it does not give entire satisfaction and completely remedy constipation. This preparation is called
Rexall Orderlies. These are prompt,
soothing, and most effective in action.
They are made of a recent chemical
discovery. Their principal ingredient is odorless, tasteless, and colorless. Combined with other
ingredients, long established
for their usefulness in the treatment of
constipation, it forms a tablet which is
eaten just like candy. They may be
taken at any time, either day or night,
without fear of their causing any inconvenience whatever.
They do not
gripe, purge, nor cause nausea. They
act without causing any pain or excessive looseness of the bowels. They
are ideal for children, weak, delicate
persons, and aged people, as well as
for the most hearty person.
They come in three size packages,
13 tablets, 10 cents; 36 tablets, 25

cents; 80 tablets, 50 cents. Remember, you can obtain them only at our
store The Rexall Store, 232 San
Francisco St.

I
z:

'.''

1,22s a:
.905
542 24

Furnished house. Box

FOR RENT
Balances
Payments
'dur. quarter'! 'eb. 29. 1912

141 03
3117

22 40
21 20

Balance November 30, 1911.
Receipts during quarter

Balance February 29, 1912

well-know- n

ti ml.- -

141 03
307 9.s

4')

100

HARSH DRUGS

f

29, 191

1.900

S.959 49:

i

Jews

Transfers
from

5.048
7.212

1.481 42
1.H9 !;i

10.15

Hotel Arrivals

10

It'll, ami einlina Feb.

Transfers

Receipts

.

Christians,

1,

j

build you up, and stop your cough. It
is doing this for thousands of others.
We pay back your money if you are
not satisfied with Vinol. The Capital Hiiarl Flinrl
Capi-.o- l
Rebuilding Bonds, Sink. Fund 2d series
Pharmacy, Santa Fe, X. M.
Convicts' Earnings Hind
Compilation Fund
riamo Protection Fund
insurance Fund
Interest on deposits
Maintenance Public Lands
Palace.
of Assessors
Compensation
.
o V.inrl
A. Wynne. Albnauewu.
Co. Jjauu Vi?cr.Au.iu
Fidel Ortiz, Las Vegas.
Hank Examination Fees
Taxes of 1907
J. F. Collins, City.
Taxes of 1908
M. J. Doyle, Denver.
Taxes of 1909
J. A. McDonald, Kelly.
Taxes of lttll)
R. C. Campbell, A. Q.
Taxes of 1911
D. T. Hoskins, Las Vegas.
Las Vegas Grant Fund
E. M. Brown, Gloversville, X. Y.
Capitol Insurance, old Fund
Mounted Police Fund
Miss Brown. Gloversville, X. Y.
E. D. and Mrs. Heacock, Glovers Agricultural College Fund
School of Mines
ville, X. Y.
University of New Mexico
G. A. Will, St. Louis.
Normal School, N. M. (Silver City)
A. A. Jones, Las Vegas.
Normal School, N. M. Las Vegas
E. P. Bujac, Carlsbad.
Normal School N. M. S. C. Heating Plant...
T. G. Walk, Xew York City.
Normal School, N. M. L. V.SummerScuool.
"W. F. Reed, AlbuQneri"
New Mexico Military Institute.
New Mexico Insane Asylum
Frank Butt, City.
Miners Hospital
Ralph Campbell, City.
Blind Asylum
H. A. Houghton, Denver.
Deaf and" Dumb Asylum
A.
Edward
Mann, Albuquerque.
Orphan School at Santa Fe
R. C. Rankin,
Mrs. Rankin and Span. Amer. Normal School at El Hito
Reform School
daughter, Las Vegas.
Museum of New Mexico at Santa Fe
Montezuma.
Children HouieSociety at Albuquerque
H. Cesmat, San Diego.
Indigent Students Fund
S. P. Gray, Pecos.
Interest Fund.
Fund
Dr. W. G. Smith, Pecos.
Penitentiary Current Expense
Fund
A. H. Long, Duran.
Penittntiary Maintenance
Convicts
Transportation of Discharged
G. H. Butler, Denver.
Penitentiary Board Fund Fund
A. A. Jones Las Vegas.
Cell House
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Kinney, Albu- Penitentiary
Salary Fund
Miscellaneous Fund
querque.
Mr. and Mrs. T. D. DuVall, Ripon, State Miiitia Fund
State Library Fund
Wis.
Fund
C. D. DuVall, Ripon, Wis.
Capitol Contingent Expense,
Fund
Court
Supreme
W. Fremont Osborn, Clayton.
Armory Certificates and Interest
H. F. Robinson, Albuquerque.
Deticiency Certificates and Interest
J. D. Hart, Golden.
Common School Ii.comeFund
J. P. Jones, Golden.
Common Sch ol Permanent Fund
F. D. Welensberger, Kansas City, University of New Mexico Income rund....
Fund
A. S. Smith, Golden.
University of New Mexico Saline
Agricultural College Income Fund und
George H. Soule, Boston.
Agricultural College Permanent l Fund...
C. E. Moore, Albuquerque.
Nnrmal Srbnnl. N. M.S. C, Income
Dr. T. G. Brown and Mrs. Brown, Normal School N. M. S. C, Permanent Fund
Los Angeles.
Normal School, N. M. Las Vegas, Income I'd
Louis Rosenbach, Albuquerque.
Normal School, L. V., Permanent f una..
A. C. Waldo, Wyoming, X. Y.
School of Mines Income Fund
School of Mines Permanent
Coronado.
Military Institute Income Fund
J. M. Hartley, City.
Reform School Income Fund
T R.
Blind Asylum Income Fund
Ortiz, Parkview.
Deaf and Dumb Asylum Income Fund
G. Garcia, Lamy.
Water Reservoir Permanent Fund
Luiz Archuleta, Denver.
Water Reservoir Inc. for Irrigation Purposes
Ben Bemal, Taos.
Miners Hospital Income I und
Miss Josephine Hersch, City.
Insane Asylum Income Fund
Miss Bertha Sagura, City.
Improvement Kio Grande Income
Robert Arkle, Denver.
IoiDiovement Rio Grande, Permanent
John L. Britton, Denver.
Public Buildings at Capitol Income
W. Johnson, Tacoma.
Penitentiary Income FundFund
Penitentiary Permanent
J. H. McHughes, Cerrillos.
Proceeds 5 per cent U.S. land sales permanent
A. Pino, Pojoaque.
Car tax
Pullman
B. Montoya, Tesuque.
So Western and International Express Co..
Murdock Kelly, Tucson.
Palace Income Fund
Proceeds Forest Reserves Fund
Users Ass'n. of N. M,
Elephant Butte Water Fund
CHURCH CENSUS OF
Survey
Uydrographic
CARLSBAD, EDDY COUNTY. Stream Guaging Fund
A church census taken last week at Escheat Fund
Carlsbad, Eddy county, does not make Deficiencv Certificates of 1909
bonds of 1901, Agri Col
quite as bad a showing as that of East Prin. and' Int. Fund,
of 1901. Military Inst
Las Vegas the week before, and still, Prin. and Int. bonds
Prin. and Int. bonds of 1901, Insane Asylum
of 1392 persons listed, only 601 pro- Insuranct of Armories
fessed allegiance to some church, Fees Fund
members
while 833 were
Total.
and 124 declared that they were under
no religious influence.
There were
409 Methodists,
2G4 Baptists,
17S
Recapitulation.
178

AVOID

L. Baca of

Covering the First Quarter of the

-

Catholics, 96 Episcopalians,
and 33 belonged to other

Representative Roman
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Presbyterians,

o
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We have just unloaded another

car, and for

i-

n

Ik,

sul izrs

SI.

the answer to

every Bakirvg Problem.
er
It's Fi
arvd More Uniform.
Made by LARABEES

to introduce this High Grade Patent and BEST

rer-Whit-

Famous

OF ALL FLOURS,

special price of

GERMAN PROCESS.

ROGERS SILVERWARE
COUPON IN EVERY SACK.-

we are going to make a

Scaffolding Removed The scaffolding has been removed from the front
of the First Xational bank building
on the east side of the plaza and the
full architectural beauty of the struc
ture now stands forth.
Each Week Zook's receive a ship
ment of Johnston's candy from the

$1.65 per Sack.

A

-

Dinner Set of Fine China like the one in our show
get a
window, or some of the premiums in Roarers & Sons' Silverware. We
will refund your money if not entirely satisfactory.

SAVE THE COUPONS

AND

46-Pie- ce

F. ANDREWS.

Phone No. 4.

Phone No. 4.

What is the best gait for a hungry

.

,

SPIT

THE JEWFLER.
HEADQUATERS
FOR
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it necdstbeih occasion-all-

A cake walk!

Watches
and
Clocks.

A

y.

e
It you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
tmce a year.
It will increase the
life and accuracy of yor.r watch
Leave your v.utcU with U3

E

Take a Walk
TO OUR MEAT SHOP.

It's

An Easy

Walk From

jtfM WHgrWlffiHBI

I lift

UA1LY

factory.
Chamber of Commerce Meeting
important meeting of the Chamber

J

TO Utj

Reigns Supreme

An
of

."THE

oH

2?

pear later.

Armijo Held Under Heavy Bai- lWEATHER FORECAST.
Jose Sanchez Armijo was held under
Denver, Colo., March 4. New
Mexico: Snow tonight in north X $10,000 bail at Socorro by Judge M.
C. Mechem for killing Florencio San
Rain in south por- - X
portion.
chez at Aragon, Socorro county. Both
N
snow
colder.
tion;
Tuesday
are wealthy sheepmen and the killing
X and colder in south portion;
occurrea over a quarrel.
cold wave in east portion.
Johnston's Candies always fresh at F. City Democratic Committee-Cha- s.
Easley, secretary of the Democratic
Zook's.
Double bill at Elks' Theatre again central city committee, issued a call
yesterday for the meeting of the comtonight. Everything new.
Masonic Meeting Tonight a regular mittee tomorrow afternoon at his office to call a convention to nominate
meeting of Montezuma lodge A. F. & a
ticket for the coming election of city
A. M. will he held.
officers.
Arsenate of Lead for spraying your
New State Theater will open its
trees at GOEBELS.
doors tonight with the Millar & Leon
Death of Mrs. Clark Mrs. Jeanette i
Clark, aged 36 years, died at Albuquer- Comedy Co., featuring the original
Mutt and Jeff show, one of the strong-jes- t
que after hrief illness.
shows yet seen in Santa Fe. They
FOR SALE Pool and hilliard hall
will be here for one week, changing
with six tables pays well. Must be
sold at once Price $1200. O. C. Wat- their bill nightly. Go and see what
s doing at this popular theater as we
son Tn.
r
It is a pleasure to look over the idefy any city in the U. S. to give
shows for the money,
stock of jewelry, silverware, etc, that
Denial is Entered Romulo Lopez
you find in the stock of H. C. Yontz,
enters denial that a suit for divorce
the reliable jeweler, on San Francis;has been filed by Mrs. Lopez or that
co street
she is asserting any claim on his saWarren C. Wade will give a vocal loon business.
The report arose
recital in the Presbyterian church on
some misunderstanding, it is
the evening of Mareh 8th. The admis- through
,'declared, that has been amicably ad
sion will be 50 cents.

"Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."

Not A Hard

Walk From

Any Place.

Once Here
You Will Have Your Choice
From A Choice Collection
AT THE

CLARENDON GARDEN
Located One Block East from

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.
DOWN TOWN STAND IN BUTT

Old

San Miguel

Church.

Phone Black 12.
BROS.' DRUG STORE.

J

iiawMBi

Plaza Market Co.

"

"Stay Satisfactory
Ranjre."

Satisfactory because it is madeof the best materials by the
best workmen, in the best factory in the United States.

The "Monarch" is a Monarch in the Range Kingdom
THIS WONDERFUL

RANGE IS MADE OF
MALLEABLE STEEL,
ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT AND SCIENTIFICALLY

PERFECT

IN CONSTRUCTION.

Santa Fe Hardware

i

fHMIiirHililWilllW

I

Supply Co.

4

j

District Court at Five Points Dis- justed.
More Rain and Snow Rain, snow
trict court convened today at Clayton, and a cold wave are
the eifts tonight
Los Lunas, Silver City, Alamogordo and
tomorrow are to bring according'
and Santa Fe.
to the weather bureau. Yesterday,'
W. C. T. U. Meeting The W. C. T.
the maximum shade temperature was
V. will meet tomorrow afternoon at
degrees and maximum sun tempera-jtur3 o'clock with Mrs. Patterson at her
78 degrees.
The minimum temp-- !
home on Palace avenue.
last night was 40 degrees, be--!
jerature
Proceedings of Board of Equaliz- ;ing the warmest
night thus far this
ationThere is food for thought and year.
study in the proceedings of the State
Fire at Palace Hotel Harry G.
Board of Equalization as published on
ciunn was the hero who extinguished
another page.
a lire which started at the southwest

&

EES

.MP'

V

It

rx

3

0. S.

a

L(3WITZK

Furniture and
Queensware.
CASH PAID FOR)

Secondhand Goods

;

Of Choice Meats!

MONARCH
IS THE

bet-jte-

Most Places,

I

ANNUAL MEETING OF
THE SANTA FE CLUB.
The annual meeting of the Santa Fe
Club will be held at the club house on
Monday, March 4th, 1912, at 8 o'clock
p. m. A full attendance is requested.
Business, election of officers and com
mittees for the ensuing year.
R. J. PALEX, President.
Dated March 4.

Where Quality

Commerce will be held tomorrow evening.
Tea and Home Cooking The Guild
of the Church of the Holy Faith will
have a tea and sale of home cooking
on the afternoon of April 10th at Li
brary hall. Further notice will ap-

KfrHMffttflaJraft

4, 1912.

sive Republican state conventions at
Santa Fe this week.
The criminal and civil dockets of
Santa Fe county district coy. will be
called at 9 o'clock tomorrow morning
and all attorneys are requested to be
present.

-

A LIMITED TIME

MARCH

MONDAY,

TAKEN A bicycle with coaster corner of the Palace hotel about 2
brake, bearing label of Marshal Fields, o'clock this afternoon. It is thought
from High School building on Thurs- that a careless smoker threw a match
day. Finder return to Mrs. Renehan from upstairs window which caiiRht
on and ignited the dry balustrade that
and receive reward.
The Criminal and Civil Dockets of runs around the porch roof. No damSanta Fe county district court will be age was reported.
called at 9 o'clock tomorrow morning
Big Feature- picture, "The Truth
and all attorneys are requested to be About the Pole,". Elks' Theatre topresent.
night.
State Treasurer's Report The quarPeople Who
Zook's may
terly statement of State Treasurer O. enjoy Johnston'sFrequent
Candy fresh.
X. Marron is found on another page,
Convention Committee Meeting A
and it is of interest to taxpayers and
of citizens was he'd late this
meeting
ecoof
and
state finance
students
afternoon
at the New Mexican office
nomics.
to discuss preparations for entertainLast chance to see the "20th Cening the Republican and the Progres
tury Kids" in a new act. Elks' Theatre tonight.

"

D

GERMAN-MILLE-

3T.

e

A

NEW

QO-CAR- T.

Goods Sold on Easy Payments at

;

the Right Price !

"

fe

sn: v

'

'

M

'

A

1
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Spring Hats are ready for picking ! Every man needs a NEW
HAT this time of the year, and, if he is at all
particular about his
dress he will have one. A hat is always the first essential to a
prosperous appearance.

It makes or unmakes him !

DERBY HATS
the Correct Width of Crown.

Star Hat
Quality goes in
before the brand

The Soft Hat is always

Popular Style in the Spring. We
have a great variety of styles in new colorings.

Handsome Hats Surely.

$3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $500.
h

i

c.

.

SOFT HATS
a

We have hats suited to your face.' The face
must be fitted as well as the head.
All

V

Snappy Models for Swell Young Men !
$2.50, $3.50, $5.00, $7.00.

WE ARE HATTERS AS WELL AS CLOTHIERS, and we give the same careful attention to
the correct fitting
of the head and face, as the exclusive hatter does, without
charging his extra price. Always pleased to show you!
This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffrier & Marx Clothes
.

HATHAM

